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Abstract
A frequent pattern is a substructure that appears in a database with frequency (aka. support) no less than a user-specified
threshold, while a closed pattern is one that has no super-pattern that has the same support. Here, a substructure can refer
to different structural forms, such as itemsets, subsequences, subtrees, and subgraphs, and mining such substructures is
important in many real applications such as product recommendation and feature extraction. Currently, there lacks a general
programming framework that can be easily customized to mine different types of patterns, and existing parallel and distributed
solutions are IO-bound rendering CPU cores underutilized. Since mining frequent and/or closed patterns are NP-hard, it is
important to fully utilize the available CPU cores. This paper presents such a general-purpose framework called PrefixFPM.
The framework is based on the idea of prefix projection which allows a divide-and-conquer mining paradigm. PrefixFPM
exposes a unified programming interface to users who can readily customize it to mine their desired patterns. We have adapted
the state-of-the-art serial algorithms formining patterns including subsequences, subtrees, and subgraphs on top of PrefixFPM,
and extensive experiments demonstrate an excellent speedup ratio of PrefixFPM with the number of CPU cores.

Keywords Frequent pattern · Closed pattern · Parallel

1 Introduction

Frequent patterns are substructures that appear in a database
with frequency (called support) no less than a user-specified
threshold. For example, a subsequence, such as buying first a
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laptop, then a mouse, and then a mouse pad, if it occurs fre-
quently in a database of user shopping histories, is a frequent
sequential pattern.

The previous pattern α = 〈laptop, mouse, mouse pad〉, is
checked against a database D of the so-called transactions,
which are the individual elements of D. In our context, a
transaction is a sequence of purchasing history of one user,
such as s = 〈laptop, memory card, mouse, and mouse pad〉
which is a super-sequence of α and thus supports α (or, con-
tributes 1 to α’s support).

A closed pattern is one that has no super-pattern that has
the same support. Referring back to the previous sequential
patternα again, ifwehave a subsequenceβ = 〈laptop,mouse
pad〉 that has the same support as α, then β is not closed.
There are also other variants of frequent patterns such as
maximal patterns and high-utility patterns [14], which fall
in the algorithmic category that we study. Without loss of
generality, we simply use the term frequent pattern mining
(FPM) to mean this category of problems.

FPM has been at the core of data mining research for
over two decades [1], where numerous serial algorithms have
been proposed formining various types of substructures. The
mined frequent substructures have also been widely used in
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many real applications. For example, FG-index [5] constructs
a nested inverted index based on the set of frequent sub-
graphs, to speed up the finding of those graphs in a graph
database that contains a query subgraph, while [21] uses fre-
quent subgraphs as features for classifying labeled graphs
modeling real-world data such as chemical compounds.

With the popularity of Big Data and Hadoop, and the need
of FPM over Big Data, many parallel and distributed solu-
tions to FPM emerge such as those based on MapReduce
[2,24,32] and other dedicated ones [38,45]. However, as we
shall explain in Sect. 2, all these works adopt an Apriori
approach where frequent patterns of size (i + 1) are gener-
ated from all frequent patterns of size i , leading to an iterative
algorithm where Iteration i mines all frequent patterns of
size i .

This simple approach has a catastrophic performance
impact when implemented in a distributed environment. For
example, data instances that contain size-i patterns need to be
transmitted across the network to variousmachines for grow-
ing size-(i + 1) patterns, and to get their frequency, another
round of communication is needed for pattern frequency
aggregation. This basically associates a data movement with
each computing operation (e.g., growing a pattern or adding
a frequency counter), but the former is the performance bot-
tleneck renderingCPU cores underutilized. The performance
is further exacerbated by the fact that the frequent patterns
found in each iteration often need to be dumped to Hadoop
Distributed File System (which replicates data) and then
loaded back in Iteration (i + 1).

As our experiments in Sect. 8.8 will show, Spark MLlib
can be 5× to 60× slower than our proposed single-machine
solution when running with one computing thread to mine
frequent sequential patterns, while Sect. 8.9 will show that an
existingMapReduce algorithm formining frequent subgraph
patterns [2] running with 10 machines is found to be 56×
slower than even the serial program of gSpan [49]. Similar
observation holds for non-distributed parallel solutions such
as RStream [45], as we shall see in Sect. 8.5.

We propose a novel parallel framework called PrefixFPM
for frequent pattern mining (FPM) that is able to fully utilize
the CPU cores in a multicore machine. Instead of checking
patterns in breadth-first order using Apriori algorithms, Pre-
fixFPM adopts the prefix projection approach pioneered by
PrefixSpan [31] and followed by many later works on FPM.

As we shall explain in Sect. 3, prefix projection partitions
the workloads of pattern checking by divide and conquer,
which naturally fits in a task-based parallel execution model;
also, depth-first pattern-growth order allows a small memory
footprint as one does not have to keep all size-i patterns for
pattern growth, and it allows a pattern β that is grown from α

to only examine the subset of data that contain α (called α’s
projected database). PrefixFPM also features a user-friendly
programming model where users can customize it (by imple-

menting some user-defined functions) tomine different kinds
of patterns by adapting existing serial algorithms. The paral-
lel execution details are handled by PrefixFPM itself and are
transparent to users.

We remark that PrefixFPM currently focuses on min-
ing frequent patterns against a database with many small
to moderate-sized transactions, where pattern frequency is
a natural criterion satisfying the famous antimonotonicity
property. There also exists another problem setting in the
literature where one mines frequent itemsets (aka. coloca-
tion patterns) from a large set of spatial objects [4], or
mines frequent subgraphs in a big graph [10]. However,
frequency alone does not satisfy antimonotonicity in such
single-transaction scenario, andmore advanced supportmea-
sures are needed such as minimum image [3] for a big graph,
and fraction score for colocation pattern mining [4]. As
a result, different algorithms are needed with more com-
plicated support evaluation. We remark that our T-thinker
paradigm (foundation of PrefixFPM, see Sect. 2.1) still
applies to this setting, such as the recursive procedure Sub-
graphExtension of GRAMI [10], but our G-thinker [18,46]
framework for handling a single big graph is a more suitable
platform for such parallelization than PrefixFPM which tar-
gets a database of transactions.Wewill explore this direction
on top of G-thinker as a future work.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as
follows.

– As far as we know, PrefixFPM is the first programming
framework that unifies the mining of different types of
frequent patterns; the resulted program is additionally
efficient for parallel execution.

– We designed a general programming interface which can
be easily customized by users for their desired pattern
types; the interface also allows different FPM problems
to share the same backend for parallel execution.

– PrefixFPMadopts prefix projection to enjoy the benefit of
examining shrinking projected databases, and the divide-
and-conquer nature of prefix projection also enables a
task-based engine to concurrently examine different pat-
terns to fully utilize CPU cores.

– We have provided the parallel implementations of 7 state-
of-the-art serial pattern mining algorithms including
PrefixSpan [31], CloSpan [48], Sleuth [56], TreeMiner
[53], PrefixTreeSpan [59], gSpan [49], and Gaston [27]
on top of PrefixFPM, which demonstrate an excellent
speedup with the number of CPU cores.

This paper is a journal extension of our ICDE short paper
[50] where we originally only briefly discussed PrefixFPM,
and some results on PrefixFPM parallelization of PrefixSpan
[31], gSpan [49], and Sleuth [56]. This journal extension
now provides the complete PrefixFPM parallel algorithms
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for all the 7 FPM algorithms listed above, including 4 new
algorithms so that a richer set of pattern types are covered
including closed patterns (i.e., CloSpan [48]), ordered (i.e.,
TreeMiner [53] and PrefixTreeSpan [59]) and unordered tree
patterns (i.e., Sleuth [56]), and a mixture of path, free tree,
and graph patterns (i.e., Gaston [27]).

This journal extension (i) presents implementations of the
user-defined functions in PrefixFPM for each application
with sufficient details; (ii) adds a new timeout mechanism
for task decomposition in the system design for better load
balancing compared with our ICDE version; and (iii) reports
more extensive experiments using both real and synthetics
datasets, including pros and cons of parallelizing different
algorithms for the same problem (e.g., TreeMiner v.s. Pre-
fixTreeSpan).

We have also open-sourced all our system and application
codes on GitHub1 to be readily used by other researchers and
data mining practitioners.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
reviews existing Big Data solutions to various FPM prob-
lems and explains why their execution is IO-bound. Section 3
overviews the idea of prefix projection and how PrefixFPM
utilizes it for task parallelism. Section 4 introduces our pro-
grammingmodel for unifying FPMproblems. Then, Sects. 5,
6, and 7 present our PrefixFPM algorithms to mine sub-
sequence patterns, subtree patterns, and subgraph patterns,
respectively. Finally, Sect. 8 reports the results of our exten-
sive experimental studies and Sect. 9 concludes this paper.

2 Related work

In this section, we first review the IO-bound performance
bottleneck issue that existing works have, as well as our T-
thinker paradigm to address this issue for divide-and-conquer
algorithms.We then review the existingworks on parallel and
distributed FPM and motivate the need of PrefixFPM.

2.1 IO bottleneck issue and the T-thinker paradigm

Researchers have begun to realize the issue that IO-bound
Big Data frameworks can be ill-suited for compute-heavy
problems like our FPM. In [8], McSherry indicates that
“the current excitement about distributed computation (e.g.,
Hadoop, Spark) produced implementations that improve
when you give them more resources (they ‘scale’) but whose
performance never quite gets to where you would be with a
simple single-threaded implementation on a laptop.” Basi-
cally, the frameworks aggregate the IO bandwidth of disks
and/or network (NICs) ofmanymachines in a shared-nothing
environment, but the aggregate throughput is still not beyond

1 https://github.com/wenwenQu/PrefixFPM

that of a single CPU core. Specific to graph processing, [25]
found that even for IO-intensive problems such as comput-
ing PageRanks and connected components where the time
complexity is low, the performance of existing graph-parallel
systems is comparable and sometimes even slower than sim-
ple, single-threaded implementations using a high-end 2014
laptop.

This is of no exception in the context of FPM. For
example, Arabesque [38] was proposed in SOSP 2015 as a
distributed system that can handle frequent subgraphmining.
Later in OSDI 2018, RStream [45] was developed following
Arabesque’s programming model, but it utilizes relational
joins to run out-of-core on a single machine. Interestingly,
RStream is found to even beat Arabesque in performance,
which means that the mining throughput of Arabesque is
even lower than the IO bandwidth on a single machine. Since
FPM is NP-hard [51] and thus highly compute-intensive, it
is critical to develop novel frameworks that scale with the
number of CPU cores.

Recently, T-thinker [47] is proposed as a system paradigm
that targets divide-and-conquer algorithms and adopts a task-
based parallel execution design to achieve compute-intensive
workloads. T-thinker effectively utilizes the CPU cores in a
cluster by properly dividing a problem over a big dataset into
tasks over smaller subsets of the dataset for load-balanced
parallel computation. Two compute-intensive systems have
been developed under the T-thinker paradigm, including
G-thinker [18,46] for graph mining, and PrefixFPM [50]
for general-purpose frequent pattern mining, the conference
paper of which is extended to this journal paper.

2.2 Related work on parallel and distributed FPM

Since the advent of Hadoop andMapReduce, there have been
many efforts to scale FPM problems using Big Data frame-
works. In fact, dozens of papers have emerged for mining
frequent itemsets and subgraphs using MapReduce, most of
which just aim to make FPMwork with MapReduce without
caring much about the actual mining throughput, and adopt
the straightforward approach of letting the i-th MapReduce
job mine size-i patterns from those size-(i −1) frequent pat-
terns dumped to Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) in
the previous MapReduce job, leading to excessive IO over-
heads.

Such breadth-first pattern generation and examination
approach is inefficient even when a dedicated design is
adopted other than using Hadoop MapReduce. For example,
Arabesque [38] is a distributed system that supports fre-
quent subgraph mining. Arabesque lets every machine load
the entire input graph into memory and constructs subgraph
instances of increasing size iteratively. In the i-th iteration,
Arabesque expands the set of subgraphs with i edges (or ver-
tices) by one more adjacent edge (or vertex), to construct
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subgraphs with (i + 1) edges (or vertices) for processing.
New subgraphs that pass a filtering condition (e.g., frequency
check) are further processed and then passed to the next
iteration. Obviously, Arabesque materializes all subgraph
data instances that match frequent subgraph patterns, so it
is IO-bound. As an in-memory system, Arabesque attempts
to compress the numerous materialized subgraphs using a
data structure called ODAG (Overapproximating Directed
Acyclic Graph), but it does not fundamentally address the
scalability limitation as the number of subgraphs grows expo-
nentially.

RStream [45] is a single-machine systemwhichproposes a
so-calledGRASmodel to emulate Arabesque’s filter-process
model by utilizing relational joins. Their experiments show
that RStream is several times faster than Arabesque even
though it uses just one machine, but the improvement is
mainly because of eliminating network overheads. Also, the
execution of RStream is still IO-bound as it is an out-of-core
system.

Realizing the drawbacks of breadth-first pattern examina-
tion approaches, a number of seminal works explored the use
of depth-first pattern examination to reduce the IO overhead
of examining data instances (by using projected databases),
and the use of search space pre-partitioning to reduce the
number of MapReduce job iterations which are found to be
a major overhead due to the expensive shuffling stage.

For example, PFP [23] parallelizes the depth-first FP-
Growth algorithm for frequent itemset mining over MapRe-
duce. PFP partitions the computation in such a way that each
machine executes an independent group of mining tasks.
Such partitioning eliminates computational dependencies
between machines, and thereby, communication between
machines. However, there lacks such an efficient solution
to other patterns like subsequences, subgraphs, and subtrees.
The extension to these problems is non-trivial since the items
in an itemset have no order, so the FP-Growth algorithm can
define a total order over the items to build an FP-tree for
compressing data and eliminating redundancy, but item order
matters in sequences, graphs, and trees.

In the context of frequent subgraph mining (FSM), [24]
proposes a two-step filter-and-refinement approach using
MapReduce. The first step partitions the collection of graphs
among worker nodes, so that each worker Wi obtains a local
portion of graphs Gi ; this allows Wi to mine locally frequent
subgraphs over Gi , which we denote as Fi . The union ∪iFi

constitutes the input to the second step for refinement, since
if a subgraph pattern is not frequent in every Gi , it cannot be
frequent in the entire graph database. This approach effec-
tively decomposes anFSMproblemover a big graphdatabase
into those over the smaller graph collections Gi , but since it
is based on MapReduce, there are still three weaknesses:
(1) During the first step, all machines are mining local graph
collections and the communication bandwidth is wasted;

(2) the candidates∪iFi are not tight and need to be dumped to
Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) for use by the sec-
ond step, which incurs expensive IO overheads; and (3) in the
refinement step, each candidate is checked against every par-
tition Fi to retain the globally frequent graphs, which incurs
additional overheads and complication in algorithm design
to reduce such overheads, such as the statistical threshold
mechanism and lightweight graph compression mechanism
designed by [24].

So far, we mainly discussed works in a distributed setting.
Many efforts have also been made to mine frequent itemsets
in a multicore environment, by parallelizing algorithms such
as FP-growth [19] and Eclat [54] which generate frequent
(i + 1)-itemsets by intersecting the transactions of frequent
i-itemsets. FP-Array [22], based on FP-Growth, utilizes a
cache-conscious FP-Array built from a compact FP-Tree and
a lock-free tree construction algorithm. MC-Eclat [35] is a
parallel method based on Eclat. ShaFEM [43] is a parallel
method that dynamically switches between FP-Growth and
Eclat based on dataset characteristics. However, these works
do not extend to more advanced patterns such as sequences,
trees, and graphs.

Similarly, a number of works have explored the use of
GPUs for mining frequent itemsets. GPUs have radically
different characteristics than CPUs, including the SIMT
model and the need of coalesced memory access, which
add additional difficulty in parallelization. As a result, most
GPU-based methods are based on Apriori: [12] represents a
transaction database as an n×m binarymatrix, where n is the
number of itemsets and m is the number of transactions, so
that intersection operations on rows can be conducted with
a GPU to count support. GPApriori [57] generates a static
bitmap that represents all the distinct 1-itemsets and their
transaction ID sets. A GPU is only to parallelize the support
counting step, while candidate generation step is performed
using CPUs. In [36], the authors proposed a parallel version
of theDynamicCounting Itemset algorithm (DCI) [30]where
twomajor DCI operations, intersection and computation, are
parallelized using a GPU. The above three Apriori-based
GPUmethods cannot handle datasets larger than GPUmem-
ory. Frontier Expansion [58] can handle datasets larger than
GPUmemory. It is based onEclat andutilizesmultipleGPUs.
GMiner [6] further improves efficiency by mining patterns
from the first level of the enumeration tree rather than storing
and utilizing the patterns at the intermediate levels of the tree.

Our PrefixFPM is different from the above existing works
in that (1) it unifies the various FPM problems under one
framework for parallel execution, and that (2) it adopts pre-
fix projection for depth-first pattern examination to benefit
from the shrinking projected databases, massive parallelism
exposed by the divide-and-conquer algorithmic nature, and
a smaller memory footprint. We overview these points in
Sect. 3.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)

(e)

Fig. 1 Illustration of PrefixSpan

3 PrefixFPM solution overview

The PrefixFPM framework is designed based on the idea
of prefix projection, which is pioneered by the PrefixSpan
[31] algorithm for mining frequent sequential patterns from
a sequence database.

To illustrate the idea of prefix projection and introduce our
notations, we first briefly review PrefixSpan.
A tour of PrefixSpan A prefix-projection-based algorithm
adopts a pattern-growth approach where a pattern of size i
is extended from a sub-pattern of size (i − 1) by adding
a new element e. Figure 1a shows a pattern-growth tree
for PrefixSpan over a database D of 4 sequences shown in
Fig. 1b, where each node in the tree corresponds to a pat-
tern α. A serial prefix-projection algorithm usually traverses
the pattern-growth tree in depth-first order, so that only one
tree-path is active at any time. In Fig. 1, we assume that the
current sequential pattern being checked is ABC , and the cor-
responding active path of its pattern-growth is highlighted by
the red nodes in Fig. 1a.

For ease of presentation, throughout this paper, we use
notation α to denote a pattern, e to denote an element to
grow a pattern, and β to be a super-pattern grown from α by
adding element e. In the context of PrefixSpan, a pattern is a
sequence, and thus, we can denoteβ = αe, i.e., by appending
element e to α. For example, in Fig. 1, pattern β = ABC is
obtained by extending pattern α = AB with element e = C .

We also use the notation α � s to denote that a pattern α

occurs in transaction s in the database D. In the context of
PrefixSpan, α � s means that sequential pattern α occurs as
a subsequence of sequence s ∈ D.

Given a pattern α and a transaction s, we use s|α to denote
the so-called α-projected transaction of s, which tracks what
remains to be matched in s (by super-patterns grown from α)
given that α has already been matched to the corresponding
elements in s. In the context of PrefixSpan, s|α is the suffix
γ of s such that s = s′γ with prefix s′ being the shortest
prefix of s satisfying α � s′. To highlight the fact that γ is
a suffix, we write it as _γ . To illustrate, when α = BC and
s = ABCBC , we have s′ = ABC and s|α = _γ = _BC .

Given a pattern α and a sequence database D, the α-
projected database D|α is defined to be the set {s|α | s ∈

D ∧ α � s}. Note that if α 	� s, s|α does not exist and thus
s not considered in D|α .

Consider the sequence database D shown in Fig. 1b. The
projected databases D|A, D|AB and D|ABC are shown in
Fig. 1c–e, respectively.

Let us define the support of a patternα, denoted as sup(α),
as the number of those transactions s ∈ D where α � s. In
PrefixSpan, the support of α is simply the cardinality of D|α
(i.e., the number of s|α therein).

PrefixSpan finds the frequent patterns (with support at
least τsup) by recursively checking the frequentness of pat-
terns with growing lengths. In each recursion, if the current
pattern α is checked to be frequent, it will recurse on each
super-pattern β constructed by appending α with one more
element.

PrefixSpan checks whether a pattern β is frequent using
the projected database D|β , which is constructed from D|α .
Figure 1 presents one recursion path when τsup = 2, where,
for example, s1|ABC in D|ABC is obtained by removing the
element C from s1|AB in D|AB .

We remark that the PrefixSpan algorithm presented here
is a simplified version where each element in a sequence can
be only one item. In general, each element can be an itemset
(e.g., goods in one supermarket transaction), and we refer
readers to [31] for more details.

PrefixSpan is just the simplest form of prefix projection.
We next explain how this idea on sequence data can be
extended to work with trees and graphs.
Prefix projection The key idea to generalize prefix pro-
jection beyond sequence data is to establish a one-to-one
correspondence between each subgraph/subtree pattern and
its sequence encoding, so that we can examine the pattern
encodings by a PrefixSpan-style algorithm. The challenge to
address by each specific algorithm is that different patterns
that are isomorphic to each other have different encodings,
but they actually refer to the same pattern and growing larger
patterns from them leads to a lot of redundant computation.

For example, consider the 3 trees shown in Fig. 2. The
Sleuth algorithm [56] encodes a tree T by appending ver-
tex labels to the sequence encoding in a depth-first preorder
traversal of T , and by adding a unique symbol “$” whenever
we backtrack from a child to its parent. For example, the
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Fig. 2 Tree patterns from Fig. 4
of [56]

Fig. 3 Pattern search space from Fig. 1 of [49]

encoding of T1 in Fig. 2 is BAB$D$$B$C$, while the encod-
ing of T2 is BAB$D$$C$B$. Even though the two encodings
are different, if we consider unordered trees (meaning that
the order of children nodes does not matter), T1, T2, and T3
all refer to the same subtree pattern.

To avoid processing redundant patterns, existing serial
algorithms define the canonical encoding of a patternα as the
minimum encoding of all automorphisms of α. For example,
Lemma 4.2 of Sleuth [56] shows that if we reorder the chil-
dren of each tree node in non-decreasing order of their labels
(assuming “$” is larger than any label), then the encoding
of the resulting reordered tree is canonical. In Fig. 2, all the
three trees have the same canonical encoding which is that
of T1.

Let us denote the canonical encoding of a pattern α by
min(α), then we only examine a pattern α if its encoding
equals min(α). This method avoids redundant computation
since only one pattern in its automorphism group will be
checked to grow larger patterns.

Figure 3 illustrates the pattern-growth tree of the gSpan
algorithm [49] for mining frequent subgraph patterns that
are grown by adding adjacent edges. Each tree node in Fig. 3
represents a subgraph pattern α to examine, and the subtree
under the node contains those patterns grown fromα.Assume
that G0 and G1 are isomorphic and since only G0’s encod-
ing equals its canonical encoding, only G0 is checked for
frequentness and for further pattern growth, while G1 (and
its potential pattern-growth subtree) is pruned.

A pattern α is extended by one more element to generate
a child-pattern β, and in PrefixSpan, we simply append α

with all possible labels. However, for a subgraph or subtree

Fig. 4 Pattern extension from
Fig. 5 of [56]

pattern α, we cannot extend it with any adjacent edge since
some extensions have been considered by a prior node in
the depth-first pattern-growth tree. For example, in Fig. 4,
we can only extend the subtree pattern in the box using an
adjacent edge on its rightmost path CDB, since the extension
from vertex A has a smaller encoding than the subtree pattern
itself (CDAx· · · <CDA$· · · ) and has thus been considered
previously in the depth-first traversal order.
Task-based model of PrefixFPM PrefixFPM associates
each pattern α with a task tα which checks the frequent-
ness of α using its projected database D|α , and which grows
the pattern by one more element to generate the children
patterns {β} and their projected databases {D|β} (computed
incrementally from D|α). These children patterns give rise to
new tasks {tβ}which can then be added to a shared task queue
to be fetched by computing threads for further processing.

PrefixFPM runs a number of computing threads that fetch
pattern-tasks from a shared task queue Qtask for concurrent
processing. Since each task tα needs to maintain D|α to com-
pute the projected databases of the child-patterns grown from
α, a depth-first task fetching priority in the pattern-growth
tree tends to minimize the memory footprint of patterns in
processing. This is because we tend to grow those patterns
that have been grown deeper, which are larger (and thus with
smaller projected databases) and are closer to finishing their
growth (due to the support becoming less than τsup).

We thus implement the task queue Qtask as a stack
where newly pushed tasks are popped earlier for process-
ing. Note that PrefixFPM processes the pattern-growth tree
in a near-depth-first order but not strictly depth-first: When
the leftmost pattern-node α is being processed as a task tα by
some computing thread, its next sibling pattern-node will be
popped for processing by another available computing thread
(rather than the children of pattern-node α). This allows idle
computing threads to fetch patterns for processing ASAP to
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keep CPU cores busy, but may require more memory than a
serial depth-first solution.

In fact, the memory cost is the same as a serial algorithm
if there is only one computing thread (as tasks are fetched in
exact depth-first order), but it is expected to increase with the
number of threads nthread , though bounded by nthread times
the RAM consumption of a serial algorithm since nodes (and
their projected databases) on the parent-to-root path could be
shared. Queue Qtask is protected by a lock (mutex) so that
only one thread can push or pop a task at a time.

Since fetching tasks from Qtask and adding tasks to
Qtask incur locking overheads, interaction with Qtask is only
worthwhile if each task contains sufficient computing work-
loads such that the locking cost of fetching it and inserting
child-pattern tasks is negligible. Therefore, when process-
ing a task tα , we only add child-pattern tasks to Qtask if
the number of projected transactions in D|α is above a size
threshold τspli t , so that the workloads of mining the pattern-
growth subtree rooted atα can be divided by other computing
threads; otherwise, tα is not expensive and the current com-
puting thread simply mines the entire pattern-growth subtree
in depth-first order directly as in a serial algorithm.

However, τspli t only considers the number of projected
transactions in D|α , and it is not sufficient to totally capture
the running time of tα if it mines its entire pattern-growth
subtree, since the content of each s|α ∈ D|α can affect the
mining time a lot (e.g., how long is the suffix γ of s|α in Pre-
fixSpan). We find that setting τspli t small will over-partition
a lot of tasks, adding burden to Qtask’s locking overhead,
while setting τspli t large may cause some expensive tasks
to mine their entire pattern-growth subtree for a long time,
becoming the stragglers.

A better approach is to allow a task to mine its pattern-
growth subtree in depth-first order until a timeout happens,
after which we add the remaining tasks (or, nodes in the
pattern-growth subtree) into Qtask for concurrent processing.
We define the timeout threshold as τtime. Note that long-
running tasks are avoided since no task will mine for longer
than τtime, and this approach also guarantees that at last τtime

time is spent on the actual mining if timeout is triggered, so
the additional cost of wrapping the remaining pattern-nodes
as new independent tasks and inserting them into Qtask is
not dominating (but rather, remains negligible).

We therefore set τspli t large to allow obviously big tasks
to be split right awaywithout time tracking, while leaving the
task-splitting decision of the remaining tasks to our timeout
mechanism. After tuning the parameters, we found that the
default setting with τspli t = 100 and τtime = 0.1 second
workswell in all scenarios (c.f. Sect. 8.7) and is thus adopted.

To generate initial patterns {α} along with their pro-
jected databases from D (e.g., the root-node splitting case
in Fig. 1a), processing it as a single task in serial is not opti-
mal since D often contains many transactions and it can be

expensive to scan them to build {D|α}. In this initial case, we
recommend users to implement this scan as a parallel for-
loop, e.g., using OpenMP [29]. This effectively distributes
the workloads among all computing threads, which is impor-
tant in the initial stage when there are no other tasks.

Note that two different transactions s1 and s2 that are
processed by two different OpenMP threads may both con-
tain the same initial pattern α and thus insert s1|α and s2|α
concurrently to the children table entry for D|α . To be thread-
safe, one option is to let each table entry maintain a lock
(mutex) so that only one thread can insert an item to D|α at
a time.

We find, however, that this strategy generates a lot of
lock contention when there are many threads. We thus adopt
another lock-free solution where each thread θ maintains
its own local children table childrenθ for inserting pro-
jected instances. At the end, we merge these local tables into
the final children table children, in which each projected
database D|α is obtained by taking the union of those items
in the corresponding projected databases inside thread-local
tables {childrenθ }.

In general, for a task tα , we can check if D|α is large, and
if so, we can let the scanning of D|α be parallelized. How-
ever, this means that not only different tasks may execute
concurrently, but each task itself may execute concurrently.
Such complicated concurrency scheduling often backfires in
our preliminary experiments where if we set the size thresh-
old of D|α as suboptimal, the execution time can be many
times longer than a solution where only the scanning of D
to generate root tasks is parallelized, due to the contention
of the many threads for the limited number of CPU cores.
Moreover, finding the optimal size threshold by our exten-
sive trials reveals that (i) the optimal threshold can vary a
lot and much larger than |D| itself since each tree/graph
transaction can have multiple projected transaction instances
in D|α , and that (ii) even with the optimal size threshold
found, the running time is only slightly reduced (always
by less than 10%), which does not justify the expensive
trial efforts. We, therefore, do not adopt this optimiza-
tion.

4 PrefixFPM programmingmodel

PrefixFPM is a programming framework written as a set of
C++ header files defining some base classes and their virtual
functions for users to inherit in their subclasses and to spec-
ify the application logic. We call these virtual functions as
user-defined functions (UDFs). The base classes also contain
C++ template arguments for users to specify with the proper
data types (data structures) that fit their pattern mining appli-
cations.
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Fig. 5 PrefixFPM programming interface

Wenow introduce these base classes one by one, and Fig. 5
summarizes their key programming interfaces.
Trans The Trans class implements a transaction in the
input database with a predefined transaction ID field. Users
implement their transaction subclass by inheriting Trans and
including additional fields to store the target data instance
such as a sequence, a tree or a graph. Initially, the input
dataset is read into an in-memory transaction database D
which is simply an array of objects whose type is given by
the Trans subclass.
ProjTrans The ProjTrans class implements a projected
transaction s|α in a projected database D|α . A ProjTrans
object also has a transaction ID field indicating which trans-
action s ∈ D this projected transaction corresponds to. The
user-definedProjTrans subclass should also indicate how s|α
is currently matched onto s, so that the matching status can
be incrementally updated as the pattern α grows. We remark
that a transaction s ∈ D can have many matched instances
(i.e., projected transactions) in D|α for subgraph and subtree
patterns, though at most one in PrefixSpan.
Pattern The Pattern class specifies the data structure of a
pattern α and contains a (pure) virtual function print(fout)
specifying how to output the object of a Pattern subclass
into an output file stream fout. Recall that PrefixFPM runs
multiple task computing threads, and each thread actually
appends the frequent patterns found by it to a file of its own,
and the file streaming handle is passed into print(.) as fout.
When a job finishes, the frequent patterns are recorded by the
collection of all files written by the task computing threads.

A Pattern-subclass object for pattern α usually also
includes the projected database D|α as a field (e.g., whose
type can be an array of ProjTrans-subclass objects). In
print(fout), users may choose to output D|α along with α,
to indicate the matched transactions.

Task The base classes we saw so far are to specify data struc-
tures, and let us next look at two other base classes whose
aim is to specify the algorithm logic.

Recall that a task tα checks the frequentness of pat-
tern α using its projected database D|α and grows α by
one more element to generate the children patterns and
their projected databases. Prefix-projection algorithms usu-
ally generate {D|β} for all children patterns {β} together in
one pass over D|α , since we can go through the elements of
each s|α ∈ D|α to incrementally generate s|β for every child-
pattern β. For example, consider s1 inside D|A of Fig. 1c
where by scanning its 4 remaining elements, we can gener-
ate s1|AB = _CBC into D|AB and generate s1|AC = _BC
into D|AC .

Following this practice, base class Task<PatternT, Chil-
drenT, TransT> takes 3 C++ template arguments:

– PatternT: the user-defined Pattern subclass (which often
also maintains D|α);

– ChildrenT: the type of a table children that keeps the
projected database of child-patterns {D|β};

– TransT: the user-defined Trans subclass.

A Task object tα maintains 2 fields: a pattern α of typePat-
ternT (often containing D|α), and the children table children
that keeps {D|β}, which is typically implemented as std::map
with children[e] = D|β if β is grown from α with element
e.

TransT is needed since the Task class provides a function
to access the global static transaction database D for users
to call in their Task UDFs, which is useful since a projected
transaction si |α usually only keeps a compactmatching status
towards si ∈ D, and in order to extend it with one more
element e in si to generate si |β , we need to access si as
D[i] where i is the transaction ID field of si |α (with type
ProjTrans-subclass).

Task has an internal function run(fout) which executes
the processing logic of the task tα . The behavior of run(.) is
specified by Task UDFs defined by users which are called in
run(.), and Fig. 6 shows the details.

Specifically, upon the beginning of tα , the task first records
the initial time t0 in Line 2 so that at any time t during its
execution, it can obtain the task running time as (t − t0), to
be used later in Line 8 to compare with the timeout threshold
τtime. Then, in Line 3, tα first runs UDF pre_check(fout)
in which tα can check if α is frequent (and its encoding is
canonical if applicable), and if so, to output α to fout. If α is
not pruned, Line 5 then runs UDF setChildren(children) to
scan D|α and compute {D|β} to be inserted into the table field
children. At the end ofUDF setChildren(.), we usually post-
process children to remove those infrequent child-patterns.
This is because for each s|α ∈ D|α , we will grow s|α into
{s|β}with all applicable elements {e}, to be inserted to {D|β};
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Fig. 6 The run(fout) function of base class Task

therefore, only when the last s|α ∈ D|α is processed can
we finalize the size of every D|β to determine whether β is
frequent or not.

Line 7 then wraps each child-pattern β in table children
as a task tβ for checking one by one. For each child-task tβ ,
we first check if timeout happens (i.e., t − t0 > τtime), and if
so, we process it in Lines 9–14which wewill explain shortly.
Otherwise, we then call the UDF needSplit() in Line 16
which usually checks if |D|β | is large (and hence tβ is time-
consuming), and if so, we add tβ to the task queue Qtask

(Lines 17–19) to be fetched by available task-computing
threads. (Recall that Qtask is a global last-in-first-out task
stack protected by amutex.)Otherwise, tβ is considered inex-
pensive and we recursively call tβ ’s run(fout) in Line 22 to
process the entire checking and extension of β by the current
thread, which avoids contention on Qtask . Finally, note that
Line 23 deletes tβ including its maintained D|β , so only the
projected databases of those patterns being actively mined
are kept in memory.

Now, let us get back to the timeout processing in Lines 9–
14. Specifically, we will lock the task queue Qtask once (see
Lines 9 and 13) and insert all remaining child-tasks (see
Lines 11–12) and then exit the current run(.) function which
runs tα . Since run(.) is recursive (see Line 22), the thread
running tα will then return to the task of the parent pattern of
α, denoted by pa(α), for which its run(.) will exit the call of
tα− >run(.) at Line 22 and move on to the next child-pattern
of pa(α) (see Line 7).

Figure 7 illustrates this process assuming that we run the
root task using the timeoutmechanism inPrefixSpan, and that
timeout happens when we enter the processing of task tABC
in Line 8. Before timeout occurs, the pattern-growth tree is
traversed in depth-first order where tree-nodes are processed

Fig. 7 Illustration of task split upon timeout

in the time order t0, t1, . . ., t5. Since t6 > τtime, task tABC
gets added to Qtask as the last child-task of tAB . Then, the
execution backtracks to tAB , and in its level there is only one
more task tAC . Since the visit time t7 > τtime, task tAC is also
added to Qtask before the execution backtracks to tA. Finally,
the remaining two tasks in this level, tB and tC , are added to
Qtask . Note how the timeout mechanism only expands a task
to its necessary granularity, e.g., tB will not be split until it
is fetched again from Qtask for further processing.

Existing frameworks such asArabesque [38] andRStream
[45] over-emphasize simplicity of programming, but the per-
formance becomes IO-bound. Consider, for example, the
so-called embedding-centric level-by-level subgraph growth
API of [38]. In contrast, our PrefixFPM framework focuses
on the ease of adapting an existing prefix-projection algo-
rithm (e.g., in a day) for CPU-bound parallel execution, not
the simplicity of prefix-projection algorithms themselves. In
fact, those serial algorithms are designed to be sophisticated
to exploit the superior performance over simplistic methods,
but with such a serial program at hand, sorting out how to
reorganize its code into PrefixFPM is easy and quick.
Worker A PrefixFPM program is executed by subclassing
the Worker<TaskT> base class, and call its run() function.
Here, TaskT refers to the user-defined Task subclass, from
which Worker derives the other necessary types such as
TransT.

The run() function (1) keeps calling UDF getNextTrans()
to read transactions from an input file and appends them to
the transaction database D, (2) calls the UDF setRoot() to
generate root tasks (where α contains only one element) into
Qtask , and (3) creates k task-computing threads to process
the tasks in Qtask .

Note that the element type is different for different pat-
tern mining problems. For example, an element in sequential
pattern mining is just a label, while that for subgraph/subtree
pattern mining is an edge since patterns are grown with adja-
cent edges.As a result,wedonot provide a base classElement
and let users freely define their own types.
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Also, note that implementingWorker::setRoot(.) is similar
to implementingTask::setChildren(.): Instead of constructing
{D|β} from D|α , we construct {D|e} from D. Each seed task
te = 〈e, D|e〉 is then added to Qtask to initiate the parallel
task computation.

Since D is large, UDF Worker::setRoot(.) can scan its
transactions in parallel, i.e., users can use OpenMP parallel
for-loop in their implementation. There are 2 ways: (1) to let
each OpenMP thread lock the container children[e] for stor-
ing D|e when appending a new s|e projected from s ∈ Dwith
element e, which causes a lot of lock contentions among the
k OpenMP threads, and (2) to create an array of k children-
tables, one for use by each OpenMP thread, so that there
is no contention for appending s|e during the parallel scan-
ning of D, but the computing thread needs to merge the k
tables into the final table children which leads to additional
overheads. We tested both choices and find that the lock-free
method “(2)” beats “(1)” consistently and the gap is larger
with increasing k, as the table merging is found to be very
fast compared with the parallel scanning of D. We thus rec-
ommend users to always implementWorker::setRoot(.) using
Method “(2).”

At the beginning ofWorker::setRoot(.), we also need to get
the element frequency statistics and eliminate infrequent ele-
ments (i.e., they are not considered when growing patterns),
which is a commonly used and effective pruning technique.
Depending on the mining problem, computing the statistics
may need multiple passes on D. For example, when trans-
actions are labeled graphs, one pass is needed to filter out
infrequent vertex and edge labels, followed by another pass
over transactions in D to (1) eliminate data edges containing
those infrequent edge labels, and data edges whose end ver-
tices have those infrequent vertex labels, and to (2) count the
frequency of pattern edges (decided by the edge label and the
labels of an edge’s end vertices).

During parallel task computation, each computing thread
keeps fetching a task tα from Qtask to call its run(fout) func-
tion, and it gets suspended to release the occupied CPU core
when it cannot find a task in Qtask . Note that while Qtask

is currently empty, another thread may be processing a task
and could add more child-tasks back to Qtask . The job ter-
minates only if all k task computing threads are suspended
and no task is found in Qtask .

Every 100 ms, the Worker::run() main thread checks if
all threads are suspended. If not, it wakes up all computing
threads to continue task processing; otherwise, it wakes up
all computing threads to terminate.

Finally, the main thread runsWorker::finish() where some
post-processing operations can be conducted before the job
terminates.

We use C++11 condition variable’s wait and notify_all
functions to implement the thread suspension and main
thread wakeup notification, and the number of threads sus-

pended is maintained with an atomic counter (atomic<int>
in C++11).

5 Sequential patternmining with PrefixFPM

Starting from this section, wewill describe how to implement
popular pattern-mining algorithms on top of PrefixFPM.This
section considers frequent and close sequential pattern min-
ing from a sequence database.

5.1 Mining frequent sequential patterns

We have reviewed PrefixSpan in Sect. 3. We now describe
how we adapt the serial PrefixSpan implementation of [34]
to PrefixFPM for parallel mining.
Transaction A transaction object here is simply imple-
mented as a sequence.
Projected Transaction Instead of keeping a suffix, a pro-
jected transaction object here only keeps the position of
the last match (in addition to the transaction ID of class
ProjTrans), i.e., “_” in Fig. 1, to minimize the memory con-
sumption occupied by projected databases.
Pattern A pattern object here maintains a sequence α along
with the projected database D|α .
Task The most important UDF is setChildren(). Given a pat-
tern α, to extend a projected transaction s|α in D|α by an
element e, we first (1) get the sequence in D using the trans-
action ID of s|α and then (2) continue to scan the remaining
elements starting from the next position after “_” as follows.
Recall that PrefixSpan looks for the minimal (i.e., earliest)
prefix match. Therefore, whenever we scan to an element e
that has not appeared before during our scan of s|α , we insert
s|β to children[e] (i.e., D|β ) where β = αe. Here, s|β keeps
the position of e scanned for future expansion.

At the end of setChildren(), another pass over the table
children is conducted to delete those table entries 〈β, D|β〉
where |D|β | < τsup. Since infrequent child-patterns have
been removed, every extended pattern is guaranteed to be
frequent, and therefore, UDF pre_check(fout) can directly
output pattern β.

Finally, UDF needSplit simply checks if |D|β | ≥ τspli t
where τspli t is a user-defined threshold beyond which the
task is added to Qtask rather than recursively processed by
the current thread.
Worker The implementation of UDF setRoot(Qtask) is the
same as Task::setChildren(.) except that D is scanned using
OpenMPparallel-for loop (rather than D|α scanned in serial),
and it generates each task te = 〈e, D|e〉 and adds it to Qtask

only if e is frequent (i.e., |D|β | ≥ τsup).
Besides, infrequent singleton patterns e which are also

infrequent elements aremarked so that in future task process-
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Fig. 8 Illustration of transaction database in CloSpan

ing (e.g., the scan of the suffix of s|α in Task::setChildren(.)),
such elements are directly skipped.

5.2 Mining closed frequent sequential patterns

PrefixFPM can also be used to parallelize frequent pattern
mining algorithms with other constraints, such as finding
closed patterns, maximal patterns, and patterns with gap con-
straints. This subsection illustrates howwecan implement the
CloSpan algorithm [48] formining closed sequential patterns
in PrefixFPM, by parallelizing its implementation at [7].

We remark that so far, we have been assuming that each
element in a sequence can be only one item for ease of pre-
sentation, but in the literature, each element can itself be an
itemset, which is adopted by the implementation at [7]. For
example, to extend a sequential pattern α = AB with an
item e = C , we can either do the so-called I-Step exten-
sion [48] to obtain β = A(BC) which means the second
element is an itemset {B,C}, or S-Step extension [48] to
obtain β = ABC . To be compatible with prefix projection,
a lexicographic order is defined to order the child-patterns
in the pattern-growth tree, where an item-extended sequence
is considered less than sequence-extended sequence if their
prefixes are the same. For example, A(BC) < ABC .

Unlike in Sect. 5.1 where a transaction database D is
implemented as an array (std::vector) of sequences which
are themselves item (or itemset) arrays, CloSpan keeps the
entire D as one big array where transactions are separated
by special labels “−2” (regular item labels are encoded as 0,
1, 2, . . .), while itemsets in the same sequence are separated
by “−1,” as Fig. 8 illustrates. This representation is used to
compute hash keys needed in CloSpan to identify non-closed
sequences (to be introduced soon). We next explain the idea
of CloSpan, followed by our parallel implementation in Pre-
fixFPM.
Closed sequential patterns A sequential pattern α is closed
if there does not exist a super-sequence β whose support
is the same as sup(α). For example, Fig. 1c, d shows that
sup(A) = sup(AB) = 3, and thus, AB invalidates pattern
A from being closed.

We usually mine closed patterns that are also frequent,
i.e., with support at least τsup . The benefit is that the number
of closed frequent patterns is much smaller than the full set
of frequent patterns, while the expressive power remains the
same [48].

(a) backward sub-pattern (b) backward super-pattern

Fig. 9 Transplanting descendants, from Fig. 3 of [48]

Early termination ruleThe efficiency ofCloSpan compared
with PrefixSpan lies in its early termination rule. The insight
is illustrated in Fig. 9.

Specifically, (Case 1) let us assume that a pattern α = a f
has beenmined in the pattern-growth tree as shown in Fig. 9a.
When we reach another pattern γ = f and find that D|α =
D|γ , then the pattern growth process is exactly the same in
the subtrees under both α and γ . We can thus hook γ directly
to α (meaning that the children list of γ is pointed to that of
α) to avoid repeated subtree pattern-growth. Moreover, since
α is a super-sequence of γ , γ is not closed and thus pruned.

In Fig. 9b, (Case 2), we assume that a pattern α = b
has been mined in the pattern-growth tree, and we then reach
another pattern γ = eb and find that D|α = D|γ . In this case,
we can similarly hook γ directly to α to reuse the constructed
tree under α. The difference is that now γ is a super-sequence
of α, and thus, α is not closed and hence should be pruned
with its pattern-growth subtree taken over by γ .

Note that since the pattern-growth tree is mined by the
serial CloSpan algorithm in depth-first order, the subtree
under α must have been fully constructed when we reach
γ . However, since different tree branches could be mined
in parallel in PrefixFPM, in our parallel scenario when we
reach γ , the subtree under α may still be under construction.
But we can still hook γ to α as before to avoid construct-
ing the subtree under γ : When the subtree under α is finally
constructed, it is also reused by γ anyway.
Efficient rule checking Note that a key requirement in the
above rule is D|α = D|γ , which is inefficient to check
directly. Fortunately, without loss of generality if we assume
γ is a super-sequence of α, then we only need to check
if len(D|α) = len(D|γ ) to ensure D|α = D|γ , where
len(D|α) is the length of D|α defined as the number of
items in D|α . For example, for the database in Fig. 8,
D|(a f ) = {s0|(a f ), s2|(a f )} = {_dea, _(bde)}, and thus
len(D|(a f )) = 6.
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To see why the above theorem is correct, note that since
γ is a super-sequence of α, more items are prefix-matched
leaving suffixes shorter, i.e., s|γ must be a suffix of s|α , and
len(s|γ ) ≤ len(s|α). If len(D|α) = len(D|γ ), then we must
have len(s|α) = len(s|γ ) for any s in the projected databases.
This is only possible if s|α = s|γ since s|γ is a suffix of s|α .

The above proof still holds if we assume α is a super-
sequence of γ , i.e., if len(D|α) = len(D|γ ), then D|α =
D|γ . Therefore, when we reach γ in the pattern-growth tree,
we just need to find all patternsα already processed in the tree
where (i) len(D|α) = len(D|γ ), and (ii) α is either a super-
sequence or a sub-sequence of γ , which gives the following
2 cases. (Case A): if some patterns {α} are found to be sub-
sequences of the current pattern γ , they are not closed and
should be pruned, and their subtrees are the same and only
one copy is retained for γ to hook to for reuse. (Case B): if
any pattern α is found to be a super-sequence of γ , γ is not
closed and thus should be pruned, while we hook γ to α to
avoid repeated subtree pattern-growth.
Hash-based fetching of α Now that we knowwe can simply
check len(D|α) = len(D|γ ) rather than D|α = D|γ , one
problem remains: how can we fetch all such patterns {α}
efficiently from the set of all patterns currently processed?
There are 2 implications here: (1) We need to maintain all
currently processed patterns in memory for later fetching,
rather than streaming each frequent pattern found to an output
file stream fout as in our PrefixFPMalgorithm for PrefixSpan;
(2) we do not want to scan all currently processed patterns,
as only those with len(D|α) = len(D|γ ) are relevant.
For implication (1), we respect the assumption of CloSpan
[48] that “based on today’s technology and our experience, it
is easy tomaintain amillion sequences inmemory.”Although
another algorithm BIDE [44] has been proposed later that is
shown to perform better than CloSpan when a database is
large without need of keeping all patterns in memory, our
goal here is to show the generality of PrefixFPM’s API, and
so we respect and reuse all the original in-memory design
of CloSpan. BIDE follows the same recursive algorithmic
framework as PrefixSpan (though with additional pruning
rules) and is straightforward to parallelize in PrefixSpan.

Another note is that while CloSpan’s early termination
rule prunes patterns that are not closed, there is no guarantee
that all such patterns are captured by the rule and pruned
[48]. Therefore, a post-processing step over the pattern-
growth tree (or more accurately, “lattice” since subtrees are
merged by the pruning rule) recursively to enumerate all
closed patterns [48].We conduct this post-processing inUDF
Worker::finish() to write closed patterns to the output file
which is executed by the main thread at the end. While this
recursive process can be parallelized like the recursive serial
PrefixSpan algorithm, we find it to be very lightweight com-
pared with the pattern-growth tree mining process, and thus
we leave it to run simply by the main thread.

Fig. 10 Hashing for fast rule checking, from Fig. 5 of [48]

For implication (2), a straightforward solution is tomaintain
patterns using a hash table where the key is len(.): when we
reach γ , we use the key len(γ ) to obtain only those already
processed patterns α with len(α) = len(γ ) for rule checking
(i.e., Cases A and B mentioned before). More specifically,
Fig. 10 shows the hash table T where the table entry for key
k saves a list of patterns T [k] = {α} with len(α) = k, and
each list element is actually a pointer to the node of α in the
pattern-growth tree (or more accurately, lattice) for ease of
node hooking. In Case A where some patterns {α} are found
to be sub-sequences of the current pattern γ , their subtrees
are the same and merged for γ to hook to for reuse, and
they are removed from the list T [k] as they are not closed.
In Case B where if any α is found to be a super-sequence of
γ , γ is not closed and thus not inserted to T [k]. If no such
super-sequence α is found after scanning T [k], we will add
γ to T [k].

However, directly using len(.) as the hash key may still
lead to a long T [k] list. To allow hash keys to span a larger
value range, CloSpan [48] actually adopts a key that adds
len(γ ) with a summation L(D|γ ) that sums up the distance
between the start position of a projected sequence s|γ and
the end position of the whole database D. For the example
shown in Fig. 8, we have L(D|(a f )) = (26 − 1) + (26 −
20) = 31. Obviously, if D|α = D|γ , then the hash keys
(len(α) + L(D|α)) and (len(γ ) + L(D|γ )) must be equal.
However, since the reversemay not be true, for eachα ∈ T [k]
we should first check whether len(α) = len(γ ), and skip α

if not, before checking Cases A and B to update T and the
pattern-growth lattice.
We next describe our implementation in PrefixFPM.
Transaction A transaction object here is implemented as an
array representing each transaction sequence. As an illustra-
tion, Fig. 8 shows how we represent each of the 3 sequences
on the right-hand side of the arrow, and the transaction
database D is simply an array that concatenates those trans-
action sequence arrays.
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Projected transaction Due to the existence of itemset ele-
ment, for each transaction, we now need to track all the
prefix-matched positions rather than only the first one, or
we may miss matched projected transactions. To see this,
consider a transaction s = (ac)(abc)b. If we only con-
sider the first match for pattern a, i.e., s|a = (_c)(abc)b,
then we will miss s|(ab) when growing from s|a since the
matched a is in the first itemset of s|a but b is in the sec-
ond itemset. We thus need to keep track of all matches
s|a = 〈(_c)(abc)b, (_bc)b〉.

We define a ProjTrans object directly as the projected
database D|α of a pattern α, rather than a projected trans-
action s|α in D|α as we did for PrefixSpan.

Specifically, our ProjTrans-subclass object keeps an array
of the matched positions in D to minimize the memory con-
sumption occupied by projected databases. To illustrate using
D in Fig. 8, for D|(a f ) we keep an array of two positions 1
and 20 that match the last pattern-element f to extend. To
avoid repeatedly incrementing support for multiple pattern-
matches in the same transaction, we only increment the
support counter each time when our scan in D reaches a
“−2.”
Pattern A pattern object here maintains a sequence α along
with the projected database D|α whose type is defined by the
above-mentioned ProjTrans subclass.
Task Given the pattern α of task object tα , the UDF
pre_check(fout) first tries to add α to the pattern hash table
T (that tracks the current set of mined patterns) for later out-
put, which will trigger our early termination rule checking.
If α is determined to be not closed, pre_check(fout) returns
false to skip the pattern growth from α; note that run(fout)
will exit directly as shown in Line 3 of Fig. 6. Otherwise,
pre_check(fout) returns true so that the UDF setChildren()
will then be called to grow α and set the children table.

Specifically, we will use the position pointers in our
ProjTrans-subclass object for D|α to scan D to identify fre-
quent child-patterns {β} (i.e., sup(β) ≥ τsup). For each such
β, we have two cases which are differentiated based on a con-
cept of “growth-support” defined as follows: if a projected
transaction s|β ∈ D|β is fully matched to pattern β, i.e., the
suffix becomes empty, then we do not increment β’s growth-
support; while if the suffix is not empty, we increment β’s
growth-support. Intuitively, β’s growth-support defines an
upper bound on sup(γ ) for any pattern γ that is extended
from β.

In UDF setChildren(), therefore, we have two cases for
each frequent child-pattern β. (i) Ifβ’s growth-support is less
than τsup, then β cannot be extended to generate a frequent
pattern and is thus not added to table children. However,
since β itself is frequent, we try to add it to the pattern hash
table T for later output, which will trigger our early termi-
nation rule checking. (ii) Otherwise, we add the table entry

Fig. 11 Embedded subtree pattern illustration

children[β] = D|β so thatβ will be extended to grow longer
patterns.

Finally, UDF needSplit simply checks if the array of posi-
tion pointers maintained by D|β (of type being ourProjTrans
subclass) is larger than τspli t , and returns true if so, and
returns false otherwise.
Worker UDF setRoot(Qtask) scans D and generates a task
te = 〈e, D|e〉 for each frequent item-label e. If the growth-
support of such a single-item pattern e is at least τsup, we add
te to Qtask for pattern growth; otherwise, we cannot extend
e to generate frequent patterns, but since e is still frequent,
we try to add it to the pattern hash table T for later output,
which will trigger our early termination rule checking. Note
that the infrequent singleton patterns e can be marked so that
they can be ignored during pattern growth.

Finally, UDF finish() outputs closed frequent patterns at
the end of the job, by visiting nodes of our constructed
pattern-growth lattice.

6 Parallel embedded subtree patternmining

Mining frequent subtree patterns in a tree database (or, forest)
is useful in domains such as bioinformatics andmining semi-
structured data. This section describes how to implement
popular subtree mining algorithms, PrefixTreeSpan [59] and
Sleuth [56], on PrefixFPM.

We consider the problem of mining embedded subtrees
in a database of rooted and labeled trees. Here, “rooted”
means that the tree root matters, and “embedded” means that
the tree edge in a subtree pattern only needs to capture the
ancestor-descendant relationship (i.e., can skip nodes in the
middle) rather than a direct parent-child edge (the latter is
called “induced”).

We illustrate the concept of an embedded subtree pattern
using Fig. 11, which shows a database of three trees. The sub-
tree shown in the box is considered frequent since it appears
in all the three trees Ta , Tb and Tc, obtained by skipping the
“middle” node in each tree, even though this subtree is the
induced subgraph of only Tb alone.
Overview of the algorithms For rooted and embedded sub-
tree patterns, there are still two cases: ordered and unordered.
Here, “ordered” (resp. “unordered”) means that the order of
children nodes matters (resp. does not matter). Referring to
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Fig. 12 Forests after pattern projection

the 3 trees shown in Fig. 2 again, they are considered different
(resp. the same) if they are ordered (resp. unordered).

Among the algorithms thatwewill review,PrefixTreeSpan
[59] and TreeMiner [53] are for mining ordered subtree pat-
terns,while Sleuth [56] extendsTreeMiner tomineunordered
subtree patterns.

All these algorithms adopt prefix projection to enumer-
ate patterns in the pattern-growth tree. Recall that in Fig. 2,
if we encode each tree pattern by appending “$” whenever
we backtrack from a child to its parent, we obtain encod-
ing BAB$D$$B$C$ for T1, BAB$D$$C$B$ for T2, and
BC$B$AB$D$$ for T3. For the Sleuth algorithm which con-
siders trees as unordered, T1, T2, and T3 are considered the
same and Sleuth only checks and grows pattern T1 whose
encoding is canonical (i.e., the smallest alphabetically among
the three). In contrast, PrefixTreeSpan and TreeMiner do not
perform such canonical encoding test to prune patterns.

As the Sleuth paper [56] indicates, finding the canonical
encoding of a tree only requires reordering the children of
each tree node by their labels. So a baseline approach called
“canonical extension” [56] is proposed which extends each
canonically encoded pattern α with one more adjacent edge
on its rightmost path. In other words, if we denote the fre-
quent size-i pattern set by Fi , then the canonical extension
approach simply obtainsFi+1 by “joining”Fi andF1, where
“join” means that we are joining the matched transaction
instances in their projected databases. This is also the pattern-
extension approach followed by PrefixTreeSpan [59].

Sleuth joins the projected databases of two patterns Fi

that share the same size-(i − 1) edges to obtain Fi+1 and its
projected database, which is more selective and thus efficient
since two matched instances have to share (i − 1) edges to
be joinable.

Unlike Apriori algorithms that explore the pattern-growth
tree in breadth-first order, Sleuth still explores in depth-first
order where each tree node represents the shared size-
(i − 1) pattern “prefix.” This allows it to be implemented
in our PrefixFPM framework for easy parallelization. We
next describe our PrefixFPM adaptions of PrefixTreeSpan
and Sleuth.

6.1 Mining ordered subtree patterns in PrefixFPM

Recall that the data tree in Fig. 12 is encoded (by Sleuth)
as BAB$D$$B$C$ following preorder traversal that finally

Fig. 13 PrefixTreeSpan tree encoding

returns back to root B. To facilitate prefix projection, Prefix-
TreeSpan encodes this tree in a similar manner as shown in
Fig. 13, where backtracking is encoded with “−1” which
is like “$.” However, PrefixTreeSpan lets each node be
paired with a corresponding partner “−1” in the encod-
ing so that the first B is now also paired with a “−1” at
last. The part between a node and its partner is called the
node’s scope, which enables a quick checking of ancestor-
descendant relationships. For example, in Fig. 12, after
prefix projection by the pattern tree, the data tree gets split
into a so-called “postfix-forest” with two trees, the node
of which can be used to further extend the current pat-
tern.

To see how this is achieved, PrefixTreeSpan requires the
scanning of the data tree (i.e., its preorder encoding) to start
from right after the position that matches the last node in
the pattern subtree. For the example in Fig. 12, we should
start from after “A” at the second position of the above
encoding. Based on A’s scope we can obtain the first tree
in the projected forest as shown in Fig. 12, encoded as B-
1D-1 which is hooked to Node 1 in the pattern tree (1 is
encoded due to preorder traversal of the pattern). Continuing
the scanning, wewill obtain the second projected postfix-tree
encoded as B-1C-1 which is hooked to Node 0 in the pattern
tree.

We remark that by scanning the data tree encoding from
the last matched position, we effectively extend a pattern
along its rightmost path. Referring to Fig. 4, for example,
we will not consider extending Node 2 since the last pattern
node matched to a data tree is Node 3.

Note that we do not materialize the postfix-forest of a tree
transaction Ti since it is implicitly maintained by the Ti ’s
encoding. Next, we present the implementation of Prefix-
TreeSpan in PrefixFPM.
Transaction A transaction object here is simply an encod-
ing array as illustrated in Fig. 13. Besides, we also maintain
another array called partner also shown in Fig. 13. For a
data-tree node encoded in the i-th position of the encoding
array, partner[i] keeps the position of its paired “−1” in the
encoding array for getting the node’s scope in O(1) time.
The partner array can be easily pre-constructed by scanning
the encoding array.
Projected transaction Besides the ID of the matched tree
transaction Ti , each projected transaction object also keeps
an array M that saves the positions of previously matched
nodes in the encoding array of Ti .
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Fig. 14 PrefixTreeSpan prefix projection

Consider the example in Fig. 14with two tree transactions,
and a two-node subtree pattern encoded by α = AB-1-1
where if we code the tree nodes by preorder traversal, NodeA
(resp. B) in the pattern tree α are with ID 0 (resp. 1). Then,
for the projected transaction that is matched to T1, we have
M[0] = 7 (resp. M[1] = 8) indicating that Node A (resp. B)
in the pattern treeα arematched to T1’s data node at position 7
(resp. 8) in T1’s encoding array. Recall that pattern extension
should continue from after position 8 of T1’s encoding array,
and hence the projected transaction only has one child D left
in postfix-tree.
Pattern A pattern object here maintains an encoded pattern
tree α along with the projected database D|α . For example,
Fig. 14 shows the pattern object for α = A-1 and α = AB-
1-1.

Let us consider pattern tree α =A-1, and we have marked
the three nodes with label A in D in red. Each of these three
nodes generates a projected transaction in D|A-1 with trans-
action ID along with an array M saving the position of match
to A in the encoding array.
Task The most important UDF is setChildren(). Given a tree
pattern α, we extend it by an edge (or, element) e that is
represented by a pair 〈pa, X〉 where pa is the ID of the
parent node in α, and X is the node label. For example, in

Fig. 14, pattern AB-1-1 is obtained by extending pattern A-1
with edge e = (0, B).

To extend a projected transaction s|α in D|α where
transaction_id(s|α) = i by an edge, we only need to scan
the encoding of Ti starting from right after the last matched
position (i.e., the last element of array M of s|α).

For example, consider D|A-1 in Fig. 14. Here, the first pro-
jected transaction of T1 has the root node matched to T1[1]
in the encoding, and it can be extended with e = (0,C) or
(0, E). (Recall that we consider embedded patterns.) Simi-
larly, the second projected transaction of T1 has the root node
matched to T1[7] in the encoding, and it can be extended with
e = (0, B) or (0, D).

When scanning each element Ti [o] in the postfix-forest of
s|α , we can identify its parent node p ∈ M in α by checking
whether data node Ti [M[p]]’s scope contains o (i.e., p is
o’s ancestor) and p is the last such node in M ; if so, we
need to append the new projected transaction (extended by
o) into D|β where β is the tree pattern extending α with
e = (p, Ti [o]).

In UDF setChildren(), for each s|α in D|α , (i) we conduct
the above postfix-forest element scanning, where for each
element o, we append the newly extended projected transac-
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tion s|β to the projected database D|β that is maintained in
children[e].

Then, when all s|α ∈ D|α are processed, (ii) we scan
the table children to remove the entry for every infrequent
child-pattern β (i.e., sup(β) < τsup). Note that there could
be multiple projected transactions with the same transaction
ID, sup(β) only counts them once.
Worker UDF setRoot(Qtask), instead, (i) scans each tree
transaction Ti ∈ D usingOpenMPparallel-for loop. For each
tree node X at position j of Ti ’s encoding array, we create a
projected transaction s|X-1 with M[0] = j and append s|X-1
to D|X-1 which is recorded by children[X ].

Then, when all Ti ∈ D are processed, (ii) we scan the
table children to remove the entry for every infrequent tree
pattern X-1 (i.e., label X occurs in less than τsup transac-
tions). Besides, (iii) we also mark every infrequent label X
so that in future task processing (e.g., the scan of the postfix-
forest elements in projected transactions), elements with X
are directly skipped.

6.2 Mining unordered subtree patterns in PrefixFPM

Sleuth [56] mines tree patterns that are frequent, node-
labeled, rooted, unordered, and embedded. Since the order
of children nodes does not matter, we need to prune non-
canonical pattern encodings. Recall that in Fig. 2, only the
first pattern T1 is considered canonical.

To capture the ancestor–descendant relationship among
nodes similarly as the scope-based encoding of Prefix-
TreeSpan, Sleuth assigns each node v an interval [�, r ] called
v’s scope, where � is the rank of v in a preorder traversal
of the tree, and r is the rank of the rightmost node in the
subtree rooted at v (i.e., the largest node rank in the sub-
tree). For example, for tree T0 in Fig. 15, Node 0 has scope
[0, 3], Node 1 has [1, 1], and Node 3 has [3, 3]. Then, the
ancestor–descendant relationship can be judged by the scope
containment relationship. For example, Nodes 1 and 3 are
both the descendant of Node 0 since [1, 1], [3, 3] ⊂ [0, 3],
but Node 3 is not a child of Node 1 since [1, 1] ∩ [3, 3] =
∅.

Since a patternα can havemultiplematches in a tree trans-
action, Sleuth represents each projected transaction in D|α
as a pair (tid, scope) where tid is the transaction ID of the
tree transaction Ti whose subtree matches α, and scope is
the scope of last matched node in Ti that matches the last
extended node in pattern α (which is also α’s rightmost node
as edge extension is along the rightmost path). For example,
Fig. 15 shows the vertical representation of initial patterns
α = A, B, C, D, and E. The rectangle for pattern B, which is
called its scope list, contains 3 matched instances in tree T1,
corresponding to Nodes 0, 2, and 4, respectively.

In Sect. 3, we saw that Sleuth encodes a tree T by adding
vertex labels to the encoding in a depth-first preorder traver-

sal of T , and by adding “$” whenever we backtrack from a
child to its parent. This sequence encoding of T is also called
its horizontal format as shown in Fig. 15. Sleuth adopts prefix
projection to enumerate patterns by their horizontal encod-
ings.

To avoid redundancy, a pattern is checked and extended
only if its horizontal encoding is canonical. Recall from
Sect. 3 that finding the canonical encoding of a tree only
requires reordering the children of each tree node by their
labels, so a simple approach to implement Sleuth is to follow
PrefixTreeSpan’s framework to grow patterns by one edge
along the rightmost path, but with canonical pattern filtering,
which is called canonical extension in [56].
Equivalence class-based extension Compared with canon-
ical extension, [56] finds that another approach called
equivalence class-based extension is more efficient. While
canonical extension extends a patternα with one edge, equiv-
alence class-based extension generates a size-(k+1) pattern
from two size-k patterns that share the same size-(k−1) pre-
fix encoding. Obviously, the latter is more selective and thus
reduces mining workloads.

This is where scope-lists come into play. Referring back to
Fig. 4 again, we have a size-3 prefix encoding P = CDA$B
(as there are 3 solid edges), from which we can grow size-4
patterns (i.e., using each of the 4 dashed edges). Let each
dashed edge be denoted by (i, x) where i is the hooked node
ID in P , and x is a node label. Let us denote the new pattern
extended with (i, x) by β = Pi

x , then all {Pi
x } constitute an

equivalence class where patterns share the prefix P , denoted
by [P].

To build the equivalence class [Pi
x ] where patterns share

the prefix Pi
x , we can extend Pi

x using another edge ( j, y) ∈
[P].

Sleuth keeps a projected database D|β for each β = Pi
x ,

which is represented as a scope list described before. To
incrementally compute D|γ for the pattern γ obtained by
extending Pi

x with ( j, y), we can join the scope list of Pi
x

with the scope list of every P j
y ∈ [P].

The idea of join is simple (see [56] for details): Two
scopes (t id1, scope1) and (t id2, scope2) can be joined only
if t id1 = t id2 (i.e., the match is from the same transaction
T ), the matched prefix occurrences (i.e., their node IDs in T
which are also saved) are the same, and y’s matched node
in T is a descendant or cousin of x’s matched node (need
to check scope1 and scope2). Since we always order scope
list items by t id, the joining of two scope lists requires only
one pass over the two lists similar to the merge operation in
merge sort.

However, the joined new patterns may not be canonical
and such patterns need to be pruned. There are other details
such as a smart algorithm for canonical form checking (illus-
trated in Fig. 6 in [56]), but these are implemented in [37]
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Fig. 15 Scope lists from Fig. 3 of [56]

already and we can directly reuse them when adapting the
implementation to PrefixFPM. We omit these details and
refer interested readers to [56].
TreeMiner TreeMiner [53] mines ordered trees like in Pre-
fixTreeSpan rather than unordered ones, so it does not
perform canonical pattern filtering. Otherwise, the algorithm
is exactly the same as Sleuth, where equivalence class-based
extension is adopted.

We next adapt the serial Sleuth implementation of [37]
to PrefixFPM. We remark that unlike the other algorithms
we describe where a Pattern object maintains just one pat-
tern α and its projected database D|α , in Sleuth, a Pattern
object now maintains a prefix encoding P along with a list
of extending edges of the form (i, x) ∈ [P], each associated
with the scope list for β = Pi

x (i.e., projected database D|β ).
Note that a Pattern object now maintains multiple projected
databases {D|β} instead of one D|α .
Transaction A transaction object here is simply imple-
mented as an array that keeps the horizontal encoding of
a tree transaction.
Projected transaction Refer to the vertical encodings in
Fig. 15 again: For the singleton-node patternα = A, its scope
list D|α has 4 pairs where the first pair is (tid, scope) =
(0, [0, 3]). In general, besides (tid, scope), each projected
transaction s|α also keeps an array M tracking the prefix-
matched nodes in Ttid just like in PrefixTreeSpan.

To summarize, a projected transaction object keeps three
fields: (i) the transaction ID tid, (ii) the array M of prefix-
matched nodes, and (iii) the scope which is an interval
defining the range of the subtree rooted at the last-matched
node (i.e., the last element in M).
Eqnode This class defines the edge (i, x) used to extend
a prefix P . An Eqnode object maintains three fields: (i) the

Fig. 16 Algorithm of SleuthTask::setChildren(.) in PrefixFPM

node i in prefix-tree P to hook the edge, (ii) the label x of the
hooked node, and (iii) the scope list (or, projected database)
D|β where β = Pi

x .
Pattern A pattern object here defines an equivalent class
[P] of patterns that share the same prefix P . It maintains two
fields: (i) the prefix P and (ii) an array of Eqnode objects
each of which is for one edge (i, x) and keeps D|β where
β = Pi

x .
Task Recall that each task maintains a pattern object. Thus,
UDF setChildren(.) is to compute every pattern object [Q]
where Q = Pi

x . (We use Q in replace of β for the notation
to be consistent with P .)

Note that to compute a pattern object [Q], we need to
compute its array of Eqnode objects, or equivalently, the
extending edges ( j, y) ∈ [Q] and their scope lists.

Figure 16 shows the algorithm for setChildren(.). Note
that each children table entry children[Q] to construct is
a pattern object [Q]. Specifically, for each extending edge
(i, x) in [P] (Line 1), we check if Q = Pi

x is canonical
(Line 2). If not, Q is pruned; otherwise, we continue to build
[Q] to be added to children[Q] (Line 8).

Specifically, Lines 4–7 join the scope list of Q with the
scope list of every P j

y ∈ [P] to generate the scope list of the
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new pattern Q j
y , which are then appended to children[Q]

one by one (if Q j
y is frequent which is judged using its

scope list). After all ( j, y) ∈ P are processed (Line 4),
children[Q] now contains the complete [Q]with allEqnode
objects {Q j

y} constructed.
UDF get_next_child(.) (recall Line 7 of Fig. 6) then wraps

each children[Q] into a task tQ that processes [Q] for further
processing. Since tQ needs to join the scope lists of {Q j

y}
and join operations are merge-like and thus with a linear
time complexity, we estimate the task computation cost of
tQ as the sum of the lengths of scope lists {Q j

y}. In UDF
needSplit(), we return true only if this sum is at least τspli t
for divide and conquer.
Worker The UDF setRoot(.) first scans D to count label
frequencies and remove infrequent node labels. Let the set
of frequent labels beF1, theUDF then counts the frequencies
of edges e = (X ,Y ) with a counter array of size |F1| × |F1|
by scanning D. Note that in subsequent edge extension, only
frequent (labeled) edges (denoted byF2) will be considered.
The UDF then builds the pattern object [e] for each e ∈ F2

andwraps them as the set of initial tasks to be added to Qtask .

7 Subgraph patternmining with PrefixFPM

This section first reviews the state-of-the-art gSpan [49] algo-
rithm for mining frequent subgraph patterns from a graph
database and then describes how we implement a parallel
version of gSpan in PrefixFPM.

Finally, we wrap up this section with a description of the
GrAph/Sequence/Tree extractiON (Gaston) algorithm [27]
that aims a quickstart in frequent subgraph pattern mining
by searching first for frequent paths, then frequent free trees,
and finally, frequent cyclic graphs, followed by our paral-
lelization of Gaston with PrefixFPM.

7.1 gSpan review

gSpan [49] considers a database of labeled graph transac-
tions D = {Gi | i = 1, 2, · · · , n} where each vertex and

each edge can have a label. For simplicity, we assume that
each transaction Gi is an undirected and simple graph. The
goal is to find all subgraph patterns whose support is at least
τsup, where we say that Gi supports a subgraph pattern α if
α is isomorphic to a subgraph of transaction Gi . Note that
even if Gi has multiple subgraph instances that match α, it
still only contributes 1 to sup(α). However, these subgraph
instances should all be extended when generating the pro-
jected database of child-patterns.

To encode a graphG into a sequence for prefix projection,
gSpan builds a so-called DFS code tree over G as follows:
Depth-first search (DFS) is conducted on the nodes of G
starting from some initial node, and each node is assigned
an ID that equals the order that it is first visited in G by
DFS. Figure 17a shows a graph G, and Fig. 17b–d shows 3
different DFS visits of G with different starting nodes and
different edge selection orders.

For example, Fig. 17b shows a DFS visit of nodes v0,
v1, . . ., v4. Edges (v0, v1), (v1, v2), (v2, v3), and (v1, v4) are
traversed in order, and they are called forward edgeswhich is
defined as (vi , v j ) with i < j . There are also two backward
edges (v2, v0) and (v3, v1) which are not in the DFS code
tree.

gSpan grows subgraph patterns by edges, so each graphG
is encoded into an edge sequence. Todefine a uniquemapping
from G to its edge sequence given a DFS code tree T , gSpan
orders edges such that whenever we reach a vertex vi dur-
ing DFS, we first traverse all backward edges starting from
vi before moving forward with (vi , vi+1). Moreover, for two
backward edges (vi , v j ) and (vi , vk), the former is before the
latter if k < j . For example, Fig. 17b gives the edge sequence
(v0, v1), (v1, v2), (v2, v0), (v2, v3), (v3, v1), (v1, v4). In gen-
eral, given any twoedges (vi1 , v j1) and (vi2 , v j2), the previous
edge total order can be defined based on the value comparison
of i1, i2, j1 and j2 (see Theorem 1 of [17]).

We have not considered labels so far. If we incorporate
labels, each edge (vi , v j ) can be expanded into a quintuple
(i, j, L(vi ), L(vi , v j ), L(v j )) where L(.) means the label.
This will expand the previous sequence for Fig. 17b into
(0, 1, X , a,Y ), (1, 2,Y , b, X), · · · . Such a sequence of edge-
quintuples is called theDFScodeofG givenDFScode treeT .

Fig. 17 DFS tree and its
forward/backward edges [17]

(a) (b) (c) (d)
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Fig. 18 gSpan pattern growth [17]

Note that a graph G can have many different DFS codes:
For the same graph in Fig. 17a, c gives another DFS
code (0, 1,Y , a, X), (1, 2, X , a, X), · · · . We can compare
different DFS codes in lexicographic order, where each
element (i.e., edge-quintuple) is also compared in lexico-
graphic order. For example, for the previous two DFS codes,
since X < Y , we have (0, 1, X , a,Y ) < (0, 1,Y , a, X),
and since the first element already breaks the tie, DFS
code (0, 1, X , a,Y ), (1, 2,Y , b, X), · · · is smaller than
(0, 1,Y , a, X), (1, 2, X , a, X), · · · .

So far, we have defined a way of encoding a graph G
given a DFS code tree T of it. Given a subgraph pattern α,
different DFS orders over α generate different DFS codes
and we define the minimum DFS code among them as the
canonical encoding of α. This allows prefix projection to be
applicable by enumerating DFS codes representing subgraph
patterns, but to avoid redundancy, we only check and extend
a pattern α if its DFS code is canonical. (Recall Fig. 3.)

Due to the DFS nature of a DFS code tree, to grow the
DFS code of pattern β from the DFS code of pattern α by
adding one adjacent edge e, e must grow from vertices on
the rightmost path of α’s DFS code tree (to avoid pattern
redundancy). As Fig. 18b–c shows, backward edges can only
extend from the rightmost vertex,while Fig. 18d–f shows that
forward edges can extend from any vertex on the rightmost
path.

7.2 gSpan implementation in PrefixFPM

Wenext adapt the serial gSpan implementation of [16] to Pre-
fixFPM.We remark that the previous review of gSpan is kept
simple and there are actually a lot of additional algorithmic
details, such as an enumerating engine to find all projected
instances Gi |β from Gi |α (in D|α) by edge backtracking in
Gi , and the pruning rules in Sect. 5 of [17]. However, we can
directly use their implementation in [16] and so only details
relevant to adaption were reviewed.
Transaction A transaction object here keeps a graph Gi as a
list of labeled vertices, each of which maintains an adjacency
list of labeled adjacent edges.
Projected transaction Given a pattern α with i edges
ordered as e1, e2, . . . , ei , a projected transaction Gi |α that
projects α over Gi keeps an array M of edge pointers, each

pointing to a matching edge in Gi . Specifically, M[i] points
to the matching edge of ei in Gi .
Pattern A pattern object keeps the pattern α as a sequence
of DFS codes (i.e., edge-quintuples), as well as the projected
database D|α . The DFS code sequence contains the whole
information of a pattern graph α, so we can recover graph α

for printing. Note that D|α may contain multiple projections
Gi |α (i.e., subgraph instances of Gi that match α), but they
should count only once to α’s support.

In contrast, since every instance needs to be edge-extended
when building child-patterns’ projected databases {D|β}, we
should compare the size of D|α (i.e., every instance counts)
with τspli t in UDF Task::needSplit() to decide whether to
process a task tβ itself or to add it to Qtask .
Task The UDF setChildren(.) extends each instance Gi |α
by checking the potential edges in Gi to extend α as shown
in Fig. 18. If such an edge e (on the new rightmost path)
is found in Gi , we append the extended instance to table
entry children[e] (which keeps D|β where child-pattern β

is obtained by extending α with e). Note that the children
table’s entry keys depend on the edges in the matched trans-
actions, so no entry is created if such an edge (vi , a, v j ) (i.e.,
L(vi , v j ) = a) does not exist in the transactions.

Finally, for each children table entry 〈e, D|β〉 we check
if β is frequent (computed using D|β ), and infrequent child-
patterns are removed from the table.

In UDF get_next_child(.), we then create a task from a
children table entry 〈e, D|β〉 (where β is guaranteed to be
frequent) by constructing β’s DFS code sequence. Given this
sequence, we can decide if it is canonical. A task tβ is created
only if the β is canonical.
Worker The UDF setRoot(Qtask) scans D to collect unique
labeled edges (X , a,Y ) and their supports. The set of fre-
quent edges are found as F . Another pass over D then
removes all infrequent edges (i.e., not in F) from the graph
transactions. It also handles other details like giving each
edge a unique ID so that later, a visited edge can be marked
without repeated edge growth.

The UDF setRoot(.) then scans every Gi ∈ D, and
for every vertex v ∈ Gi , it inserts every forward edge
e = (X , a,Y ) originating from v into a root-level entry
children[(X , a,Y )] that keeps D|e. Note that the processing
is done by parallel for-loop. Finally, each table entry gener-
ates a root-level task te that is added to Qtask to initiate the
mining.

7.3 Gaston and its PrefixFPM implementation

As [28] indicates, experiments with molecular databases
reveal that the largest numbers of frequent substructures in
such databases are actually free trees. Simpler structures
such as paths and free trees can be mined with more efficient
algorithms compared with subgraphs, which motivates the
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(a) (c)

(b)

Fig. 19 Gaston algorithm overview (figures are directly obtained from [27] and [28])

Gaston algorithm that divides the frequent graph discovery
process into phases, from paths to free trees, and finally to
subgraphs. In each phase, a dedicated algorithm is used to
mine the respective patterns only to the extent of algorithm
complexity needed for such patterns, so simpler patterns can
be mined much more efficiently, achieving an overall perfor-
mance much better than gSpan.

Studying Gaston is interesting since it unifies all the appli-
cations that we discussed so far: frequent sequence (aka.
path), subtree, and subgraph pattern mining, into one mining
algorithm. It is also easy to parallelize since the serial code
of Gaston is available at [15]. The details of the entire algo-
rithm are complicated and require much space to present, so
this section focuses on a high-level overview of the Gaston
algorithmic workflow.
Gaston algorithmoverviewAs shown in Fig. 19a, b, Gaston
grows patterns by one edge at a time, similar to gSpan. In
Gaston terminology, there are two types of edge extensions:

– Node refinement, where a subgraph G is extended with
a new (forward) edge e = (u, v)with u being an existing
vertex in G and v being a new vertex.

– Cycle closing refinement, where a subgraph G is
extended with a (backward) edge e = (u, v) with both u
and v being existing vertices in G.

The extending edges are called legs, as illustrated by l1, l2,
l3, and l4 in Fig. 19a. Figure 19b provides a simplified view
of the depth-first graph mining algorithm, where in Line 1,
the refinement operator ρ(G, l) refines a graph G by adding

leg l, and Line 2 skips non-canonical patterns to avoid redun-
dancy. Line 4 then computes leg candidates for child-pattern
extension in Line 5: Specifically, only frequent candidate
legs from the previous parent-pattern and those connecting
to the lastly added vertex are considered as leg candidates for
pattern extension.

A pattern is grown in 3 phases, initially as paths, then free
trees (i.e., unrooted trees), and finally cyclic graphs. (Note
that paths and free trees are acyclic.) This allows simpler
patterns to use more efficient algorithms for pattern growth.
The algorithms are similar to those we have seen so far with
some necessary changes.

For example, a path can be regarded as a sequence only
when the path orientation is determined, such as axaxb and
bxaxa. (a, b are vertex labels, and x is an edge label.) To
avoid generating this path from both axb (by leg l1 = bxa
on the left) and bxa (by leg l2 = axb on the right), Gaston
only allows the lexicographically smaller leg l2 to extend.

As another example,wepreviously only considered rooted
trees, but a path or free tree can be extended by node refine-
ment into another free tree, and it is important to determine
the pattern canonicality of a free tree. As Fig. 19c shows,
Gaston converts a free tree into one rooted tree (aka. a cen-
tered tree), or two rooted trees with roots connected (aka. a
bicentered tree). This is utilizing the property that one can use
the center(s) of a free-tree path with maximal length to make
a free tree uniquely rooted. As a result, a backbone string
can be defined by concatenating the two lexicographically
lowest paths from the root(s). Gaston restricts that free trees
can only grow from a free tree with the same backbone, and
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that all free trees of a backbone grow from the path that cor-
responds to that backbone. Gaston utilizes a duplication-free
enumeration approach to avoid generating redundant patterns
for canonicality checking, whichmakes it more efficient than
gSpan for free trees.
Gaston implementation on PrefixFPMAswe can see from
Fig. 19b, themining procedure of Gaston directly follows the
pattern-growth procedure that PrefixFPM requires for paral-
lel adaptation, so we hereby only briefly discuss how we
adapted the serial code [15].

Specifically, even though Fig. 19b provides a unified algo-
rithmic workflow, the actual data structures and algorithms
used in each stage are different; therefore, we maintain the
stage number as a field in a Pattern object which is used
by the UDFs of our Gaston’s Task subclass to branch to the
appropriate operations.

As Fig. 19a shows, a path is allowed to be extended by a
node refinement into either a path or a free tree, and by a cycle
closing refinement into a cycle (which is a graph). Similarly,
a free tree is allowed to be extended by a node refinement
into another free tree, and by a cycle closing refinement into
a graph; finally, a graph is allowed to only be extended by a
cycle closing refinement into another graph.

For projected databases,we followGaston to keep for each
pattern an embedding list that keeps the pattern embeddings
(i.e., projected transactions) of the input graph transactions.
The serial code [15] keeps embeddings incrementally, where
each projected transaction (i.e., embedding) only keeps the
matching information for the last leg, followed by a pointer
to the embedding of the parent-pattern, so that the projected
databases of all predecessor patterns are needed to recover the
information of an embedding. While this approach is space-
efficient, a task tα in PrefixFPM generates child-tasks and
may then be released before the computation of a child-task
tβ , so we cannot assume that tβ is able to access the projected
databases of the predecessor patterns. We, therefore, mate-
rialize the embeddings into the projected database of every
child-pattern instead.

8 Experiments

We evaluate the performance of PrefixFPM using the 7 FPM
applications described in Sects. 5, 6, and 7, i.e., the paral-
lel versions of PrefixSpan [31], CloSpan [48], Sleuth [56],
TreeMiner [53], PrefixTreeSpan [59], gSpan [49], and Gas-
ton [27] on top of PrefixFPM. For ease of presentation, we
refer to these PrefixFPM algorithms by directly using the
names of their serial algorithms.

The PrefixFPM framework and the 6 applications on top
are open-sourced at:

https://github.com/wenwenQu/PrefixFPM

Table 1 Sequence datasets

Dataset #{transactions} #{labels} AVG seq length

S10 16,000,000 10,000 10

S50 400,000 10,000 50

Plan 202,071 366 199.3

To thoroughly test the scale-up capability of PrefixFPM,
we ran our PrefixFPM programs on the BlueBlaze server
donated by IBM to the Department of Computer Science, the
University of Alabama at Birmingham, which is equipped
with 5 IBM POWER8 CPU (32 cores, 3491 MHz), 1 TB
RAM, and 2TB HDD. Since there are 5 × 32 = 160 cores,
we are able to thoroughly test the scalability with 1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, and 128 cores. Every experiment was repeated
for 5 times, and the reported results were averaged over the
5 runs; we find that the difference of different runs is small
and consistently within 5%.

For each dataset, we set the frequency threshold τsup
such that running with 16 computing threads takes a few
minutes. This is because the mining time grows quickly as
τsup decreases, and our focus is on evaluating the multicore
speedup ratio and we want to keep the total running time of
each experiment tractable.

Recall that a task tα of PrefixFPM puts a child-task tβ to
Qtask rather than processes tβ by itself if |D|α| > τspli t ,
and meanwhile, if a task runs for more than τtime seconds, a
timeout happens and all remaining tasks are added to Qtask .
Unless otherwise stated, we use the default setting where
τspli t = 100 and τtime = 0.1 second. We will also present
experiments that tune the twoparameters to justify our default
choice later in this section.

The rest of this section first describes the scalability results
of each of our 7 applications presented in order, followed by
the study of the effects of τspli t and τtime, and finally by
a comparison with existing distributed solutions on Apache
Hadoop and Spark.

8.1 PrefixSpan scalability on PrefixFPM

Data For sequential pattern mining, we use two synthetic
sequence datasets and one real sequence dataset for experi-
ments. Table 1 summarizes the 3 datasets.

The first two datasets are generated using the sequence
generator of IBMSyntheticDataGenerator [20],whichmim-
ics real-world transactions where people buy a sequence
of items. We generate two datasets, one with 400,000
sequences of average length 50, denoted by S50; the other
with 16,000,000 sequences of average length 10, denoted by
S10. We use the default value of 10,000 by [55] for the num-
ber of labels. Note that the mining time grows quickly with
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Table 2 Scalability results of PrefixSpan

#{cores} S10 (s) Speedup RAM (GB) S50 (s) Speedup RAM (GB) PLAN (s) Speedup RAM (GB)

Serial 1335.96 – 3.0 1455.60 – 0.4 387.56 – 1.2

1 1,447.87 1 3.1 1,646.77 1 0.4 434.06 1 1.0

2 739.74 1.96 3.2 830.73 1.98 0.4 229.50 1.89 1.2

4 389.55 3.72 3.2 419.36 3.93 0.4 117.53 3.69 1.7

8 211.86 6.83 4.2 211.44 7.79 0.4 84.22 5.15 1.7

16 119.13 12.15 4.2 109.39 15.05 0.4 40.24 10.79 2.0

32 85.11 17.01 4.2 71.04 23.18 0.6 25.54 16.99 2.5

64 68.64 21.09 5.2 56.84 28.97 0.8 18.86 23.02 2.9

128 64.61 22.41 5.2 48.22 34.15 1.4 17.71 24.51 3.8

Fig. 20 Scalability of PrefixSpan

sequence length but linearly with the number of sequences,
so we let S10 have many more sequences than S50, while
S50 is used to test the performance with long sequences.

One real dataset, denoted by Plan, is from [33], which
is obtained from a planning domain. The input consists of
a database of plans for evacuating people from one city to
another. Each plan represents a sequence of events, and the
dataset only contains 202,071 bad plans that lead to failure.
Scalability results We adapted the serial PrefixSpan imple-
mentation of [34] to PrefixFPM for parallel mining. For all
the three datasets, we fix τsup = 50 in this set of experiments.

Table 2 and Fig. 20 show the scalability results on our
three datasets with an increasing number of task comput-
ing threads. Specifically, Table 2 reports the running time,
speedup ratio and peak memory consumption, while Fig. 20
plots the running time and speedup ratio curves. Moreover,
the first row of Table 2 also reports the results when running
the serial program of [34] as a comparison, the performance
of which is similar to running our PrefixFPM programwith a
single computing thread. We can see that the speedup ratio is
very good for up to 16 computing threads and keeps improv-
ing significantly with more threads.

Also, even though using more threads consumes more
memory, the space does not increase much as the number
of threads increases. This is because the sequence transac-
tions occupy most of the space, and the space consumed
by the tasks’ projected databases is limited since each pro-
jected transaction only keeps the position of the last match
and the transaction ID (recall Sect. 5.1) rather than the actual
sequence.

The speedup is better on S50 and Plan than on S10,
because S50 andPlan havemuch longer sequences that allow
the search space tree to grow deeper, giving more task paral-
lelism opportunities.

8.2 CloSpan scalability on PrefixFPM

We also use the three datasets in Table 1 to evaluate the
scalability of CloSpanwhich finds closed frequent sequential
patterns.

We adapted the serial CloSpan code from [7] to Pre-
fixSpan. The serial CloSpan code of [7] supports sequence
elements that are itemsets, and for this purpose, it has to
extend every projected transaction of a transaction s ∈ D
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Table 3 Scalability results of CloSpan

#{cores} S10 (s) Speedup RAM (GB) S50 (s) Speedup RAM (GB) PLAN (s) Speedup RAM (GB)

Serial 3258.69 – 1.8 1736.94 – 0.5 2147.42 – 0.9

1 3301.20 1 2.5 1775.45 1 0.4 2609.16 1 2.7

2 1807.10 1.83 2.7 909.32 1.95 0.4 1184.45 2.20 5.3

4 943.14 3.50 3.1 509.03 3.49 0.7 645.53 4.04 7.8

8 604.71 5.46 3.7 329.06 5.40 1.5 377.13 6.92 16.8

16 421.26 7.84 5.1 283.90 6.25 2.8 286.17 9.12 29.8

32 371.04 8.90 5.2 299.04 5.94 4.2 243.62 10.71 57.2

64 418.70 7.88 12.9 313.39 5.67 11.0 204.86 12.74 100.5

128 435.50 7.58 25.4 339.62 5.23 21.5 217.65 11.99 221.7

Fig. 21 Scalability of CloSpan

rather than only the minimal (i.e., earliest) prefix match as in
our PrefixSpan program.

Surprisingly, this small difference creates a lot of mining
overheads, making the CloSpan program much more time-
consuming. Therefore, we use larger support thresholds to
avoid a very long running time. For S50 and Plan, we use
τsup = 1000, and for S10, we use τsup = 5000.

Table 3 and Fig. 21 show the scalability results on our
three datasets with an increasing number of task comput-
ing threads. Specifically, Table 3 reports the running time,
speedup ratio, and peak memory consumption, while Fig. 21
plots the running time and speedup ratio curves. Moreover,
the first row of Table 3 also reports the results when running
the serial program of [7] as a comparison, the performance
of which is similar to running our PrefixFPM programwith a
single computing thread. We can see that the speedup ratio is
good for only up to 4 computing threads with further notice-
able improvement all the way up to 16 computing threads,
and there is very limited performance improvement (if not
degradation) beyond 16 threads.

The poor scalability when the number of CPU cores
becomes large is due to the lock contention on a shared

hash table for early termination rule checking, as we have
described in Sect. 5.2. In fact, the performance degrades on
all three datasets when the number of cores increases from 64
to 128 due to the big overheads for hash table contention. On
the other hand, the memory consumption does increase with
the number of threads since more tasks and hence projected
databases are maintained, but the memory v.s. CPU cores
(i.e. threads) ratio is reasonable, bounded by 1.73 for PLAN
when using 128 cores, while being one order of magnitude
smaller on the other 2 datasets.

Also, S10 and Plan have more transactions than S50, and
so, S10 and Plan tend to have more frequent patterns, and
hence, their speedup ratios are better.

8.3 Sleuth scalability on PrefixFPM

Data For subtree pattern mining, we use one synthetic tree
dataset and one real tree dataset for experiments. Table 4
summarizes the two datasets.

TreeGen is a synthetic tree transaction database generated
using a synthetic data generator [40] that creates a database
of artificial website browsing behavior: A website browsing
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Table 4 Tree datasets Dataset #{trees} #{labels} AVG node fan-out AVG non-leaf fan-out

TreeGen 10,000,000 10 0.6 1.3

TreeBank 52,581 189 1 2.2

Table 5 Scalability results of
Sleuth

#{cores} TreeGen (s) Speedup RAM (GB) TreeBank (s) Speedup RAM (GB)

Serial 2689.49 – 6.4 1667.54 – 7.6

1 2175.41 1 12.2 1409.43 1 5.8

2 1228.36 1.77 72.2 863.35 1.63 8.7

4 701.48 3.10 124.2 542.62 2.60 11.8

8 390.11 5.58 133.2 540.12 2.61 13.9

16 224.20 9.70 135.2 521.89 2.70 14.5

32 157.10 13.85 143.2 539.13 2.61 15.5

64 143.64 15.14 145.2 535.24 2.63 14.1

128 151.36 14.37 145.2 545.00 2.59 16.0

Fig. 22 Scalability of Sleuth

“master tree” is first created based on parameters supplied
by the users; then, one can generate random subtrees of the
master tree as the tree transactions for mining. The details of
data generation can be found in [53].

We use the default parameters for master tree: depth =
5, fan-out factor = 5, number of labels = 10, and we set
the number of nodes in the master tree as 50 to generate
10,000,000 subtree transactions.

The other dataset, TreeBank [41], is a real XML dataset
derived from computation linguistics. It models the syntactic
structure of English text and provides a hierarchical repre-
sentation of the sentences in the text by breaking them into
syntactic units based on part of speech. The dataset is deep
and comprises highly recursive and irregular structures.
Scalability resultsWeadapted the serial Sleuth implementa-
tion of [37] to PrefixFPMfor the parallelmining of unordered
tree patterns. For TreeGen, we use τsup = 50, and for Tree-
Bank, we use τsup = 30,000.

Table 5 and Fig. 22 show the scalability results on
our datasets with an increasing number of task comput-
ing threads. Specifically, Table 5 reports the running time,
speedup ratio, and peak memory consumption, while Fig. 22
plots the running time and speedup ratio curves. Moreover,
the first row of Table 5 also reports the results when running
the serial program of [37] as a comparison, the performance
of which is similar to running our PrefixFPM program with
a single computing thread. (PrefixFPM with 1 thread is even
faster since we avoided some unnecessary deep-copy over-
heads in [53]’s implementation.)We can see that the speedup
ratio is good for up to 4 computing threads, but the improve-
ment beyond 16 cores is not significant. This is because
Sleuth adopts equivalence class-based extension, where each
task is coarse-grained and handles an equivalence class [P]
of multiple patterns Pi

x each with its own projected database
(i.e., scope list). This coarse task granularity limits the poten-
tial of parallelism.
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Table 6 Scalability results on
TreeGen

#{cores} TreeMiner (s) Speedup RAM (GB) PrefixTreeSpan (s) Speedup RAM (GB)

Serial 699.66 – 4.8 – – –

1 746.24 1 7.9 2877.87 1 5.9

2 405.97 1.84 8.9 1632.68 1.76 5.7

4 228.59 3.26 11.8 890.28 3.23 8.3

8 134.49 5.55 14.6 468.08 6.15 11.9

16 91.18 8.18 20.4 259.35 11.1 16.3

32 79.79 9.35 16.1 187.68 15.33 21.3

64 88.02 8.48 15.3 137.30 20.96 19.5

128 96.86 7.7 16.1 119.76 24.03 18.6

Fig. 23 Scalability on TreeGen

Fig. 24 Scalability on TreeBank

In fact, Fig. 22 shows that Sleuth’s performance saturates
on TreeBank with merely 4 CPU cores. This is because with
τsup = 30,000, we find that the mining focuses only on
several branches in the pattern-growth tree, leaving only 2–
4 tasks in Qtask for most of the time, hence leading to poor
speedup.We also tried to reduce τsup to 10,000 and found that
there are enough tasks in Qtask to keep computing threads
busy, but since there are now many more frequent patterns

each requiring an expensive canonical encoding judgement,
the running time is too long (> 24 h) and thus we have to cut
the execution of the program.

However, aswe shall see in the next subsection, TreeMiner
is able to finish with τsup = 10,000 since it is mining ordered
subtree patterns and thus canonical encoding judgement is
not needed.
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Table 7 Scalability results on
TreeBank

#{cores} TreeMiner (s) Speedup RAM (GB) PrefixTreeSpan (s) Speedup RAM (GB)

Serial 24,937 – 3.8 – – –

1 23,870 1 11.5 19,802 1 2.6

2 12,034 1.87 18.2 9640.55 2.05 4.2

4 5654.08 3.43 21.4 4729.50 4.19 6.7

8 2856.68 6.36 25.1 2391.62 8.28 9.3

16 1532.53 10.65 34.4 1243.89 15.92 15.5

32 1418.09 15.06 49.6 799.09 24.78 26.3

64 1262.75 17.48 76.7 576.68 34.34 43.7

128 1287.82 19.88 67.6 505.15 39.20 79.3

8.4 Scalability of TreeMiner and PrefixTreeSpan

We also use the two datasets in Table 4 to evaluate the scala-
bility of TreeMiner and PrefixTreeSpan, both of which find
ordered subtree patterns. For TreeGen, we use τsup = 50,
and for TreeBank, we use τsup = 10,000. We adapted
the serial TreeMiner implementation of [42] to PrefixFPM,
but since PrefixTreeSpan does not have a code release, we
directly implemented our PrefixFPM version of it according
to the algorithm description in [59]. For TreeGen, we use
τsup = 50, and for TreeBank, we use τsup = 30,000.

Recall that in PrefixTreeSpan, each task is associated with
one subtree pattern, while TreeMiner is like Sleuth, where
each task is associated with an equivalent class [P] of mul-
tiple patterns that share the prefix P .
Scalability on TreeGen Table 6 and Fig. 23 show the scal-
ability results on our datasets with an increasing number of
task computing threads. Specifically, Table 6 reports the run-
ning time, speedup ratio, and peak memory consumption,
while Fig. 23 plots the running time and speedup ratio curves.
Moreover, the first row of Table 6 also reports the results
when running the serial TreeMiner program of [42] as a com-
parison, the performance of which is similar to running our
PrefixFPM program for TreeMiner with a single computing
thread. We can see that TreeMiner is consistently faster than
PrefixTreeSpanwhich is becauseTreeMiner joins two length-
k projected transactions to generate a length-(k+1) projected
transaction, which is more selective than PrefixTreeSpan’s
growth by frequent edges and hence has much less mining
workloads. On the contrary, the speedup ratio is good forPre-
fixTreeSpan but not good for TreeMiner, which is because
TreeMiner has a larger task granularity which reduces the
opportunity for parallelism.
Scalability on TreeBank Table 7 and Fig. 24 show the scal-
ability results on our datasets with an increasing number
of task computing threads. Surprisingly, PrefixTreeSpan is
consistently faster than TreeMiner and, meanwhile, achieves
a higher speedup ratio. After looking into the mining pro-
cess, we find that the projected databases (i.e., scope lists)

Table 8 Graph datasets

Dataset #{graphs} AVG|E| AVG|V|

GraphGen 1000,000 50 50

OpenNCI 265,242 41.76 40.48

Enamine 735,147 21.81 22.93

DBLP 317,080 7.62 27.67

Yeast 79,601 21.54 22.84

of patterns in TreeBank are big, making the scope-list join
operations very expensive, which slows down TreeMiner sig-
nificantly.

Also, note that TreeMiner can now finish the mining in
a reasonable amount of time even though we use τsup =
10,000, which was intractable in Sleuth due to the expensive
canonical encoding checking that is not needed by TreeM-
iner.

8.5 gSpan Scalability on PrefixFPM

Data For subgraph pattern mining, we use one synthetic
graph dataset and four real graph datasets for experiments.
Table 8 summarizes the 5 datasets.

GraphGen is a synthetic graph database generated as fol-
lows: We first randomly generate a master graph with 100
vertices and 100 edges, where the label of each vertex is
randomly sampled from 0, 1, · · · , 9; we then create graph
transactions by sampling each edge with a probability of
50%. Altogether 1,000,000 graph transactions are generated
by this edge sampling method. The use of a master graph
allows the graph database to have patterns rather than being
totally random.

Four real graph datasets are also shown in Table 8, includ-
ing three real-world molecular structure datasets OpenNCI
[26], Enamine [11], and Yeast [52], and a graph database
DBLP of author ego-networks built according to the proce-
dures mentioned in [2]. Compared with [2], we use a more
up-to-date DBLP collaboration network from [9] consider-
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ing publications in the year range 1992–2012 to buildDBLP.
Each graph in DBLP is the ego-network of a distinct author
u; vertices in this graph are u and his/her collaborators, and
an edge between a pair of vertices represents one or more
co-authorship events between the corresponding authors.
Mining frequent subgraphs from this dataset is interesting,
because it generates subgraph patterns that correspond to a
group of authors who collaborate more frequently.
Scalability results We adapted the serial gSpan implemen-
tation of [16] to PrefixFPM. We choose τsup for each graph
to avoid very long execution time as follows: τsup = 50 for
GraphGen, τsup = 60,000 for OpenNCI, τsup = 200,000
for Enamine, τsup = 153 for DBLP, and τsup = 16,000 for
Yeast.

Table 9 and Fig. 25 show the scalability results on our
five datasets with an increasing number of task comput-
ing threads. Specifically, Table 9 reports the running time,
speedup ratio, and peak memory consumption, while Fig. 25
plots the running time and speedup ratio curves. Moreover,
the first row of Table 9 also reports the results when running
the serial gSpan program of [16] as a comparison.

Note that unlike previous applications, the serial program
here ismuch faster than our PrefixFPMprogramwith a single
computing thread. This is because in the serial algorithm, a
projected transaction Gi |α only keeps the last matched edge
(actually a pointer to that edge in the transaction Gi ∈ D)
since the previously matched edges can be obtained from the
predecessor patterns. In contrast, PrefixFPM has to mate-
rialize all edges (actually their pointers to edges in Gi ) in
a Pattern object’s projected database, since the correspond-
ing task’s parent-task could have finished with its pattern
object released. As a result, the materialization of projected
transactions causes additional overheads compared with the
serial program. We can eliminate the materialization cost
during recursive processing (i.e., Line 3 of Fig. 6) and only
conduct materialization of projected transactions when new
tasks need to be added to the task queue (i.e., Lines 10 and 18
of Fig. 6), but additional implementation in the application
code would be needed to realize such an optimization.

In Fig. 25, we show the running time on DBLP and Yeast
with separate plots since their running times are very different
from the other 3 datasets. In particular, mining on DBLP is
much more time-consuming, since it has some dense clique-
like structures for publication collaborations that cause the
number of patterns to grow exponentially. We can see that
the speedup ratio onGraphGen,OpenNCI andDBLP is good
for up to 8 computing threads, and continues to improve
beyond 16 threads. In contrast, the speedup ratio on Enamine
and Yeast is fair and there is no improvement beyond 16
threads.After examining themined patterns,wefind that they
share common ancestor structures causing mining to focus
on only a few branches of the pattern-growth tree, leaving
many threads idle without tasks to process. Ta
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Fig. 25 Scalability of gSpan

Comparison with RStream [45] Recall from Sect. 2 that
RStream also supports frequent subgraph mining (FSM),
which runs in iterations where the i-th iteration constructs
subgraph patterns with i edges. However, RStream mines
patterns from a big graph rather than a collection of small
graph transactions, and therefore, we consider each graph
dataset in Table 8 as a big graph made up of all graph trans-
actions (with vertex IDs recoded to avoid ID conflict), which
can then be input to RStream. Note that the frequent sub-
graphs found as such by RStream are different from those
from a transaction database, since subgraph frequency is not
anti-monotonic on a big graph and “minimum image-based
support” metric is used instead [45], but this is the closest
setting that we can compare with RStream.

The RStream program [39] takes the maximum pattern
size imax as an input and builds patterns for imax iterations
(may not yet find all frequent subgraph patterns). As an out-
of-core system, RStream also partitions the data so that only
necessary data need to be loaded to memory, but since our
BlueBlaze server has 1TB RAM space, we simply set the
number of partitions to be 1 to avoid this data movement
overhead. This allows RStream to report the fastest perfor-
mance since the IO overhead is minimized.

We run RStream on the small Enamine for a comparison,
as RStream is very slow on big datasets. In our PrefixFPM
experiments on Enamine, the average pattern size we find is
5.6 and the maximum pattern size is 11. We run RStream
with imax = 6, which takes 32.344 GB RAM and 1708s to
run. This is already longer than 1230s taken by PrefixFPM
with just 1 task computing thread (c.f. Table 9). If we use
imax = 10, RStream takes 211.46 GB RAM and 11,138s to
complete. In contrast, the RAM consumption by PrefixFPM
is only 7.2, 8.2, 11.2, 15.2, 25.2, 43.2, 54.2 and 61.2 GB,
respectively, for 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64, 128 threads. Moreover,
PrefixFPM finds all frequent patterns rather than those with
length up to imax .

8.6 Gaston scalability on PrefixFPM

We also use the five datasets in Table 8 to evaluate the scal-
ability of Gaston, with the same τsup setting as in our gSpan
experiments.
Scalability resultsWe adapted the serial Gaston implemen-
tation of [15] to PrefixFPM. Table 10 and Fig. 26 show the
scalability results on our five datasets with an increasing
number of task computing threads. Specifically, Table 10
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reports the running time, speedup ratio, and peak mem-
ory consumption, while Fig. 26 plots the running time and
speedup ratio curves. Moreover, the first row of Table 10 also
reports the results when running the serial gSpan program of
[16] as a comparison.

Comparing Table 10 with Table 9, we can see that even
though the speedup ratios of Gaston on some datasets such
as OpenNCI and Enamine are not as good as gSpan (due to
a smaller task computing workloads to be distributed to the
threads), the absolute time used by Gaston is always smaller
than that by gSpan, showing that Gaston is a safely better
choice than gSpan in all scenarios, thanks to its ability to use
simpler and hence more efficient algorithms when mining
simpler structures such as paths and free trees.

Another important observation fromTable 10 is that unlike
gSpan, Gaston’s serial program is only slightly faster than
the PrefixFPM program running with one computing thread,
showing that the systemoverhead for task scheduling is small
for Gaston. This demonstrates the superiority of Gaston for
parallelization with PrefixFPM. In fact, the speedup ratio is
also good for up to 8 threads which is a common setting in
most modern PCs/laptops, thoughmore cores beyond 8 often
do not help for Gaston due to the smaller mining workloads
of Gaston, where most tasks are fast to complete and will not
trigger a timeout for decomposition.

An exception is on DBLP where our Gaston program
achieves 45.09× speedup with 128 CPU cores, even higher
than that of gSpan in Table 9, thanks to the more supe-
rior performance of Gaston when the number of labels (i.e.,
authors in the DBLP database) is large. In fact, Gaston is a
clear winner for such datasets: When running 128 threads
on DBLP, Table 10 shows that Gaston takes merely 81.64 s,
while Table 9 shows that gSpan needs 2,475.95 s, which is
over 30 times slower.

Also, note from Table 10 and Table 9 that Gaston tends
to use smaller amount of RAM thanks to its use of simpler
operationswhenmining simpler patterns.However, theRAM
consumption of Gaston’s PrefixFPM program running with
1 computing thread is still a few times higher than the serial
Gaston program, which is for the same reason as in gSpan: In
the serial program, a projected transaction Gi |α only keeps
the last matched edge (actually a pointer to that edge in the
transaction Gi ∈ D) since the previously matched edges
can be obtained from the predecessor patterns; in contrast,
PrefixFPMhas tomaterialize all edges (actually their pointers
to edges inGi ) in a Pattern object’s projected database, since
the corresponding task’s parent-task could have finishedwith
its pattern object released.

In Fig. 26, we show the running time of different graphs
with 3 separate plots since their running times are very dif-
ferent. We can see that the speedup ratio on DBLP is great,
followed by GraphGen, and the speedup ratios on the other
3 datasets are limited: Running with 4-8 threads is enough to
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Fig. 26 Scalability of Gaston

achieve a few times speedup, but no benefit can be achieved
when running more computing threads.

8.7 Effect of system parameters

Recall that we have been using the default setting where
τspli t = 100 and τtime = 0.1 second so far. We have actu-
ally extensively tested different values of both parameters to
achieve this default setting that works consistently well in all
cases. In fact, the performance is more sensitive to the value
of τtime.

In this section, we report the effect of τtime on the running
time using three datasets of different transaction types: Plan
(sequence transactions), Enamine (graph transactions), and
TreeGen (tree transactions). We vary the value of τtime as
0.01, 0.1, 1, 10, 100s while keeping τspli t = 100 and observe
how the performance is impacted.

Table 11 and Fig. 27 show the results onPlanwith varying
τtime and varying number of task computing threads.

Table 12 and Fig. 28 show the results on Enamine with
varying τtime and varying number of task computing threads.

Table 13 and Fig. 29 show the results on TreeGen with
varying τtime and varying number of task computing threads.

Table 11 Effect of τtime on Plan: running time

τ time

#{cores} 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

1 532.99 s 467.99 s 486.00 s 408.44 s 462.97 s

2 255.02 s 226.88 s 227.11 s 265.13 s 260.07 s

4 138.58 s 140.00 s 127.04 s 134.84 s 125.22 s

8 62.91 s 81.26 s 72.94 s 89.89 s 111.98 s

16 53.88 s 42.21 s 41.57 s 49.38 s 105.58 s

32 24.76 s 23.96 s 34.47 s 38.06 s 110.84 s

64 20.41 s 19.91 s 21.61 s 36.19 s 103.18 s

128 21.77 s 17.49 s 17.67 s 36.59 s 103.19 s

From the above results, we can obtain the following obser-
vations:

– The impact of τtime is not significant when there are only
1 to 2 threads, which is within expectation since there are
enough tasks to keep the 1 to 2 computing threads busy
even without timeout-triggered task decomposition.

– The impact of τtime is significant when the number of
computing threads goes beyond 4. In particular, when
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Fig. 27 Effect of τtime on Plan

Table 12 Effect of τtime on Enamine: running time

τ time

#{cores} 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

1 1241.53 s 1234.02 s 1241.71 s 1205.23 s 1192.53 s

2 617.04 s 615.51 s 625.95 s 731.43 s 663.09 s

4 329.55 s 329.52 s 331.77 s 348.99 s 456.42 s

8 225.88 s 217.90 s 205.35 s 218.68 s 406.24 s

16 164.84 s 171.59 s 162.72 s 183.11 s 383.28 s

32 165.04 s 163.27 s 171.01 s 173.22 s 388.16 s

64 171.68 s 168.27 s 172.57 s 174.07 s 392.04 s

128 178.59 s 179.00 s 177.38 s 179.13 s 386.03 s

Fig. 28 Effect of τtime on Enamine

τtime = 100 s, the running time becomes a few times
longer on all our datasets. This is because some tasks can
run for up to 100s before being decomposed as smaller
tasks to be added into Qtask , leaving many other threads
idle and hence a load balancing issue.

– In all experiments, the best performance is achieved
either when τtime = 0.1 or 1 second, which justifies our
default choice of τtime = 0.1 second.

Table 13 Effect of τtime on TreeGen: running time Numbers

τ time

#{cores} 0.01 0.1 1 10 100

1 2175.25 s 2175.39 s 2170.36 s 2179.11 s 2173.71 s

2 1250.46 s 1253.25 s 1158.80 s 1125.88 s 1108.65 s

4 714.33 s 705.10 s 621.07 s 595.86 s 698.25 s

8 390.63 s 398.71 s 335.32 s 323.74 s 512.17 s

16 224.99 s 233.50 s 197.29 s 197.13 s 497.10 s

32 156.81 s 158.08 s 144.08 s 150.86 s 463.13 s

64 142.88 s 139.63 s 132.01 s 136.59 s 518.45 s

128 151.55 s 151.77 s 142.81 s 143.03 s 515.96 s

Fig. 29 Effect of τtime on TreeGen

8.8 Comparison with Apache Spark

Spark MLlib is currently the de facto standard for parallel
and distributed data mining, but it only has limited support
for frequent pattern mining, currently just FP-Growth (for
itemsets) and PrefixSpan. We, therefore, can only compare
with Spark for the application of PrefixSpan, using our three
sequence datasets Plan, S50 and S10 (c.f., Table 1).

We install Spark 3.0.0 on an on-premise cluster of 16
machines each with 64 GB RAM, AMD EPYC 7281 CPU,
and 22TB disk, where each machine runs a Spark executor.
We vary the number of machines (i.e., executors) as 1, 2, 4, 8,
and 16 and compare the results with PrefixFPM’s PrefixSpan
with 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 CPU cores, respectively. The results
are shown in Table 14.

As we can see, when the number of transactions is not
large as in Plan and S50, (1) running PrefixFPM with one
thread is around 5 times faster than running MLlib with one
machine; (2) while PrefixFPM achieves very good speedup
up to 16 cores, MLlib’s speedup plateaus beyond 2 machines
likely due to the communication bottleneck, though the per-
formance with 2 machines is a bit more than 2× that with
1 machine, likely because the overhead of the master node
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Table 14 Scalability comparison with spark

#{cores} PrefixFPM (s) #{machines} Spark MLlib (s)

(a) Scalability comparison on Plan

1 434.06 1 2410.46

2 229.50 2 1078.55

4 117.53 4 962.86

8 84.22 8 1055.78

16 40.24 16 1167.96

(b) Scalability Comparison on S50

1 1646.77 1 7941.22

2 830.73 2 3373.08

4 419.36 4 3255.51

8 211.44 8 3323.52

16 109.39 16 3048.56

(c) Scalability Comparison on S10

1 1447.87 1 90,731.62

2 739.74 2 44,548.87

4 389.55 4 25,364.66

8 211.86 8 15,831.12

16 119.13 16 9403.22

occupies an amount of machine resource that is not negligi-
ble.

In contrast, when the number of transactions is large as in
S10,MLlib’s scalabilitywith the number ofmachines is good
as shown in Table 14(c). However, the problem is that MLlib
running on one machine is over 60× more expensive than
PrefixFPM runningwith one core, and this large performance
gapmakesMLlib even less competitive than PrefixFPMeven
when the number of cores/machines is 16.

8.9 Comparison with subgraphmining on Hadoop

Since Spark MLlib does not have support for more advanced
frequent patterns such as subgraphs, we explored other
research on Hadoop for frequent subgraph pattern mining
(FSM). While there are some works, many of them either do
not have open-source code or cannot run through smoothly.
We finally identified one work, FSM-H [2], which uses
an iterative MapReduce-based framework for FSM, which
claims to be efficient as it applies all the optimizations that
the latest FSM algorithms adopt, and which has open-source
code at [13].

To replicate the exact environment of [2], we used Google
Cloud to create 10 machine nodes, one as the Hadoop mas-
ter and the other 9 as worker nodes. The machine type of
each node is e2-standard-8 with 8 vCPUs, 32GB RAM, and
500GBSSDuponwhich theHadoopDistributed File System
(HDFS) was built.

Fig. 30 Horizontal scalability of FSM-H on Yeast

All experimental settings were strictly following those of
[2]: The graph database was partitioned so that each file par-
tition contains 100 graphs; the number of reducers is set to
be 90% of the number of vCPUs available. (Remaining 10%
are for the operating system.) We vary the number of worker
nodes as 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9 to obtain the job running time.
Unfortunately, among the 5 datasets in Table 8, only Yeast
(which is the smallest dataset) can finish within 24h. This is
within expectation since FSM-H adopts an IO-bound itera-
tive Apriori algorithm where size-(i + 1) patterns are mined
after size-i ones, rather than using our PrefixFPM’s prefix
projection method.

On Yeast, we obtain 796 file partitions, and we use τsup =
16,000 as before. Figure 30 shows the horizontal scalabil-
ity of FSM-H on Yeast, where we can see that the running
time reduces as the number of worker nodes increases. How-
ever, even with 9 worker nodes, the mining still takes 2717
s. In contrast, recall from Table 9 that our parallel gSpan pro-
gram on PrefixFPM only needs 92.52 s with just 1 computing
thread on Yeast, and merely 17.93 s with 8 threads; even the
serial gSpan code only needs 48.51 s (56× faster than FSM-
H). Also, recall from Table 10 that parallel Gaston program
only needs 51.39 s with just 1 computing thread, and merely
14.34 swith 8 threads; even the serial Gaston code only needs
42.20 s (over 64× faster than FSM-H).

The experiments in Sects. 8.8 and 8.9 verify that existing
Big Data solutions for FPM on Hadoop and Spark merely
scale (i.e., can run even when data volume goes beyond what
one machine can accommodate), but the performance can
be much worse than even a single-threaded program, not to
mention vertical scalability to effectively utilize multicore
hardware. PrefixFPM effectively fills this gap.

9 Conclusion

We proposed the PrefixFPM framework for general-purpose
frequent pattern mining, which is based on the idea of prefix
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projection and divide and conquer to exploit massive paral-
lelism in a modern multicore environment.

A key advantage of PrefixFPM is that it provides a gen-
eral programming interface which can be easily customized
by users for their desired pattern types; the interface also
allows different FPM problems to share the same backend
for parallel execution.

We have shown that PrefixFPM demonstrates excellent
vertical scalabilitywith the number of task computing threads
and scales well in a commonmodernmulticoremachine with
8–16 CPU cores. Further improvements can also be achieved
when more CPU cores are available.

As a future work, we plan to migrate PrefixFPM to a dis-
tributed environment, where there is still potential to fully
utilize CPU cores since when D|α is small enough, we can
send the data to some machine (with linear IO cost) which
will then mine it to check and extend pattern α, the comput-
ing cost of which is exponential to the size of D|α . As long
as the mining tasks (i.e., computation) are well overlapped
with the data requests (i.e., communication), the CPU cores
in the cluster can be kept busy.

Another further work is to further extend the applications
on top of PrefixFPM beyond the 6 applications that we have
already developed in this paper, making it a comprehensive
library for parallel FPM.

A third further work is to consider the different problem
context of a big dataset such as a large social network or
knowledge graph, rather than a database of individual trans-
actions. An example is the GRAMI algorithm for FSM on a
big graph using the antimonotonic support measure of min-
imum image [3]. GRAMI follows a similar pattern-growth
recursive procedure and is perfect to address using our task-
based G-thinker [18,46] framework for handling a single big
graph, on top of which we can reuse many classes of the
PrefixFPMAPI that we laid out in Fig. 5 (though some com-
ponents such as class Trans are no longer useful).
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